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Abstract

Material separation technology is critical to the success of the material recycling industry. End-of-life products, post-consumer waste, industrial excess, or otherwise collected materials for reuse are typically mixed with other incompatible materials. These materials must be segregated using material separation processes. This thesis investigates the performance and design of material separation systems for recycling through modeling material flows within these systems.

The material separation system models developed here are suited to material recycling because they encompass all types of separation process and any configuration of those processes as well as treat binary and multi-material streams. These models capture the material behavior of separation systems through mass flow balance equations constructed using system configuration and process performance data. The Bayesian material separation model is used to capture the performance of separation stages processing a binary material mixture, while the material separation matrix model, developed here, captures the performance of stages processing multi-material mixtures. A network routing model is used to describe the links between processes within a separation system. The governing mass flow balance equations constructed from the process performance and routing data form systems of linear equations. These equations can be generated and solved programatically.

Separation performance can be captured through experimental methods or through physical modeling, but an investigation with either suggests that performance can vary under differing material input conditions and operational settings. Techniques for coping with these effects and potentially using them to tailor system behavior are discussed in a case study on the magnetic roller separation of beverage container shreds.

Two case studies use tailored economic metrics to evaluate decisions in the design of separation systems. The effects of operating decisions on an existing plastic container separating line are quantified by evaluating the additional profit from plastics-capture decisions. The second case study investigates the economics of installing a plastics separating line at an energy from waste facility. Modeling suggests several
possible configurations for a plastics separating line that outperform configurations suggested by industry experts, showing that the material separation system models developed in this work can provide design guidance in the recycling industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Material separation systems are used for a large variety of applications in many industries. Separation systems are used in chemical processing, mining, and food technology. One area where separation technology is critical to the success of the industry is material recycling. End-of-life products, post-consumer waste, industrial excess, or otherwise collected materials for reuse are typically mixed with other incompatible materials. These materials must be segregated using material separation processes. This thesis investigates the performance and design of separation systems through modeling material flows within these systems.

1.1 Motivation: Why Recycling?

In many industrialized nations, material consumption takes place at an unsustainable rate. Material flows can be significantly affected by end-of-life treatment. In particular, recycling can redirect and alter material flows by displacing materials used in manufacturing systems that would have otherwise been supplied from primary production. Increasing interest in material recycling is being driven by many factors, including material price fluctuations [112], laws and directives from high consumption countries intended to improve material recycling rates, such as Directive 2002/96/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) [49] from the European Union and California’s Electronic Waste Recycling Act (SB 20, 2003, Sher, and SB 50, 2004,
This last point, that material recycling can mitigate the effects of material production and disposal, bears further investigation. The U.S. is a leading consumer of materials. While the U.S. represents 5% of the world’s population, about a third of the world’s non-energy material use is attributed to the U.S. [56]. This increased material consumption outpaces other nations with similar GDP per capita. A study of the material flows in several developed nations found that the per capita Domestic Processed Output (DPO), the total mass of materials which have been used in the national economy, before flowing into the environment, for the U.S. was 2.5 times greater than the average DPO of Japan, Germany, Austria, and the Netherlands [103]. While U.S. material consumption outpaces other developed countries, U.S. recycling rates are relatively poor. A recent study has shown that material recycling rates in the U.S. are well below the average of other developed OECD countries, and roughly half the rate of leaders in recycling [67].

This poor performance in material recycling represents an opportunity for improvement in many areas. The benefits of material recycling include reductions in mining and primary production, an end-of-life solution that captures waste that would otherwise be injected into the environment, economic opportunities, and energy savings. Many studies that have focused on this last benefit, from the point of view of life cycle assessment of end-of-life options [30] and extended life options [120], and life cycle energy and exergy studies [22, 39], have generally acknowledged the benefits of recycling from an energy perspective.

1.1.1 Energy Use in Primary and Secondary Materials Production

Different end-of-life strategies offer different potential energy savings, as shown broadly in Figure 1-1. Material recycling offers the opportunity to short-circuit the energy use of material flows by cutting out the energy associated with initial material production and end-of-life disposal. The savings reaped from different material products
varies based on the material itself, the end-of-life source of the material, and the exact processes used to extract and re-work the material. For example, the energy savings is a large fraction of the original material energy cost for aluminum because of the high energy intensity of the extraction process from bauxite [119], while for paper products, the energy savings is reduced because the pulping and papermaking process used to make paper from used fiber sources is similar to that for making paper from trees [29].

![Energy savings based on end-of-life decision.](chart)

The energy use in secondary material production is compared to that of primary material production in Table 1.1. Metals in particular have a dramatic reduction of embodied energy from primary to secondary production. This reflects the usually high energy intensity of reducing metal ores, as in the case of reducing aluminum from bauxite. Other materials, including glass and the aforementioned paper, have proportionally less of an energy advantage from secondary recycling, typically because the material extraction process is less energy intensive than end purification processes or forming. Material recycling is the process by which these energy savings can be realized.
Table 1.1: Embodied energy of production for a variety of materials [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Primary Production Energy (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>Secondary Production Energy (MJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1.2 Potential Energy Savings from Recycling

The energy savings from transitioning from primary to secondary production materials presented in the preceding section on a per kilogram basis is impressive on its own, but also represents a significant opportunity for global energy and emissions savings. Roughly one third of global energy consumption and emissions are associated with industrial production, and more than half of that industrial energy consumption and emissions is driven by material production. Figure 1-2 shows the industrial and materials breakdown for emissions.

Figure 1-2: Emissions from materials production (from Allwood [2]).

With roughly 20% of world energy use attributable to materials production, en-
ergy reduction in materials production clearly has the potential for broader impact. Estimating the total potential impact requires understanding the current state of material recycling. Table 1.2 shows the current recycling fraction in a selection of material streams, including those materials from Figure 1-2. Assuming that those materials, steel, plastic, paper, and aluminum, can be captured at higher rates, the conversion to secondary material production can represent a sizable energy savings. The potential reduction in yearly energy use for each material is calculated using the difference in energy use in primary and secondary production as shown in Table 1.1, along with the potential improvement to the current recycle fraction. The potential energy savings for each material is also shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Recycle fraction of different materials in current supply, along with potential energy savings of additional recycling [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Current Recycle Fraction</th>
<th>Potential Yearly Reduction in Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increasing the recycled fraction for these materials could reduce world-wide energy consumption by as much as 5%. There are some limits to the potential of recycling. Some materials do not appear on this list, most notably cement. Because cement undergoes a chemical transition during setting, reuse of the material at end-of-life has limited applications.

1.1.3 Opportunities for Improvement in Material Recycling

The potential energy savings of material recycling presented in the preceding section are promising, but currently recycling rates necessary to reap these benefits are not achieved for a variety of reasons. The complex interplay of the social, economic, and
environmental costs and benefits of material recycling may create situations where recycling isn’t the most favorable choice for the decision-maker [115]. For example, product manufacturers may have little interest in the recyclability of their products when they leave their hands. Producer takeback programs not only increase the rate of recycling for those products included in the takeback, but also improve the economic and environmental benefit received from each product [153]. Takeback laws are in effect in some parts of the United States, the European Union, and Japan [122, 110]. The creation of these takeback regulations is an example of how recycling rates can be improved.

These takeback laws are just one potential way to improve recycling rates. As mentioned previously, more general directives, such as those on electronic waste [49, 18] or end of life vehicles [48], can increase recycling rates through increased regulation, incentive programs, and other government encouragement. Other possibilities for improvement focus on organizational and technological improvements that expand recycling by making it economical and environmentally efficient to capture more material for reuse. Comingled curbside recycling is an example of a logistical choice that makes choosing to recycle simpler for consumers and municipal recycling providers. However, the extraction of useful materials from single stream recycling captures material at a lower rate and lower quality than traditional segregated recycling [105].

The comingled curbside recycling dilemma is just one example of how increasing end-of-life stream complexity will require greater performance from material separation systems to capture materials for reuse. Increasing product complexity can also lead to additional challenges in recycling [34, 32]. As shown in Figure 1-3, for products with a high total embodied material value, product recycling rates are affected by the level of mixing within the product. Increasing product complexity pushes products to be less recyclable. Increasing complexity must be offset by increases in recycling system performance.

Improving the performance of recycling systems can improve recycling rates by countering increased end-of-life material stream complexity, by improving the potential revenues from products that are already recycled through improved material
performance, and by increasing the demand for recycled materials in areas where recycled materials cannot currently replace primary materials due to their lower purity. Improving material separation system performance can be achieved through the introduction of new technologies, selecting the most effective processes and configurations of processes, and optimizing the operation of these systems. Selecting effective separation processes and systems requires modeling techniques that can capture the performance of these systems.
1.2 Problem Statement: Realistic Modeling of Separation Systems for Material Recycling

Separation systems perform a core function in material recycling. Understanding the performance of these systems and their components is required to build and operate effective material separation systems. Current separation system modeling practices in industry and in academia are not adequate for describing the complex material separation systems used in many industries, in particular material recycling. These disadvantages of these techniques are described here, and the advantages of the new direction for material separation system modeling described in this work are presented.

1.2.1 Current State of Recycling System Modeling

Material separation system modeling exists in both industry and academia. However, these models have limited utility when applied to recycling systems, calling for new efforts in the area of separation system modeling.

Industry Practices

In practice, separation system modeling is limited to descriptive models that incorporate measured material flow rates into system flow sheets. Separation systems are designed by trial and error based on past system performance and then tuned after installation. Separation systems that don’t live up to expectations are modified by the addition of new components or technologies. Input material stream composition is not assessed frequently, under the assumption that it is constant or close enough to constant based on waste hauling standards, or that the separation systems are not flexible enough to adjust even if different materials are presented. The details of these methods will be discussed with more depth in Chapters 3 and 4.
Current Separation System Modeling

Separation systems have been the subject of study in many disciplines, including mineral processing, chemical industries, food processing, and material recycling. As will be discussed in greater depth, Chapters 2, 3, and 4, models for individual process performance are frequently created for specific processes in a given field. In some cases, these systems are linked together into flowsheets. In mineral processing in particular, models that explore variable configurations are explored using optimization software.

Limitations to Current Modeling Efforts

Material separation system modeling up to this point has typically focused on describing the performance of existing systems using specific processes and in specific configurations. Detailed physical models apply only to that specific process and typically require detailed information about the process operational settings and input materials. Mathematical models for material separation systems, such as linear circuit analysis [96] and models for systems with re-entrant flows [1], often apply only to certain types of configuration and require that separation stages all have the same type of performance. Computational models found in mineral processing, while flexible, also require that stages be of the same type of process. Typically, analytical models and the computational models of mineral processing are both designed to treat binary material mixtures, when many recycling systems process mixtures of multiple valuable materials. More complicated flowsheet models that incorporate a variety of processes, such as those presented by Van Schaik [162], are limited to evaluating a static configuration. The details of these models and more will be discussed in greater depth in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

1.2.2 Improving the Modeling of Recycling Systems

As suggested, current separation system modeling are not well equipped to address material separation systems for recycling, which require the incorporation of a variety
of types of process. Material recycling systems are part of a rapidly developing industry where the best forms for these separation systems may not be patterned directly on their predecessors. In particular, the addition of newly developed processes may disrupt the established design paradigms. Separation system modeling for material recycling systems should be able to incorporate any separation process and address any possible configuration. Additionally, many existing process and system models treat binary material mixtures. Input material streams in recycling separation systems may have many components that are desirable to capture, while disposing of unsorted materials from that system may be costly. Thus, many recycling separation systems are designed to separate multiple materials. Separation system modeling for recycling should incorporate process and system models that are capable of capturing the separation efficiencies of multiple materials.

**Incorporation of Existing Models**

Existing models can provide guidance of the development of new modeling techniques. In particular, existing models provide valuable insight into the performance of individual processes. In this work, process performance is viewed at a high level, where the output distribution of material is more important than the mechanics of the process. The data on material performance provided by existing process models can be simplified into separation efficiencies that capture the essential material behavior of the process.

The models presented here for capturing separation process behavior are based on previous models for separation behavior, in particular the Bayesian separation model, which is presented in Chapter 2, along with developments in its use. Other models are also considered when creating multi-material separation models, in particular the transformation matrix model as described by Van Schaik [162]. Existing models for networks of separation processes also provide guidance. Mineral processing models have considered several methods for optimizing separation system process configuration. Abstract mathematical models have also provided guidance in handling more difficult configurations, including those with re-entrant streams.
Balancing Flexibility and Simplicity Modeling

While highly comprehensive modeling can provide detailed results, it can be difficult to gather the data necessary to formulate the model, the analysis can be computationally difficult, and the resulting systems can be impossible to realize. Most models of separation systems must compromise on their required input parameters, configuration options, and solution techniques. The simplifications used with a given model limit the applicability of the model. The modeling techniques presented in this thesis aim to create a model of material separation systems that is appropriate to systems incorporating multiple process types, in particular material recycling systems.

Mineral processing separation system models focus on a single process type, froth flotation. Typically, the network of flow between separation stages allows for remixed and partial flows. The options for configuration become infinite with the addition of these variable flows, and optimization algorithms are required to select a configuration with good performance. This approach is unsuitable for modeling material recycling systems in part because modeling output streams as dividable into multiple parts contributes greatly to the complexity of the model, but would be impractical to construct and control in a typical material recycling system. The use of a separation model for only one type of process, froth flotation, also is impractical because multiple process types are included in most material recycling systems. On the other hand, some of the modeling techniques already used for recycling systems are difficult to implement because the process models are too detailed. The transformation matrix model requires detailed data about the categories of particles in an input stream and their separation response to each process. The detailed data requires measuring the process performance in place to provide the detailed data, which limits its applicability in other configurations.

The modeling techniques developed in this thesis combines flexibility in configuration with straightforward but encompassing process models, which include process models that capture the separation behavior of a process treating multiple materials. Whole process outputs will be able to be linked to any other process or system
output, but divisible outputs, unrealistic in most material recycling systems, will not be included. Process models that can describe separation performance in terms of material type, rather than particle type, with a few parameters will be used.

1.3 Overview

This work describes the development of a new modeling technique that builds on previous models to create a simple, programmatically solvable model for evaluating the material performance of a system of separation stages. The advantages and the restrictions of the model are discussed, along with several theoretical examples and case studies that illustrate the utility of the model.

Chapter 2 This chapter introduces the Bayesian material separation model, a descriptive model that captures the separation performance of a process treating a binary material mixture. The mathematical development of this model is discussed along with practical applications of the model. The model is compared to other strategies for modeling separation processes.

Chapter 3 Separation system modeling is described for systems processing binary material mixtures. The use of binary material separation systems in industry and previous models used to capture the behavior of these systems are discussed. The Bayesian material separation model is combined with network flow models to create a set of linear mass balance equations. The construction and solution of these equations is discussed. Theoretical examples demonstrate the analysis of material performance using this model.

Chapter 4 The models for material separation system performance presented in Chapter 3 are extended to describe systems processing multiple materials. The material separation matrix is defined to describe the separation performance of a stage processing multiple materials. Similar network flow routing and system equation generating techniques are used for separation systems processing multiple materials.
Theoretical examples demonstrate the analysis of material performance for systems processing multiple materials.

**Chapter 5**  This chapter discusses challenging aspects of applying the previously described modeling techniques to real material separation systems, including the affects of operational variation on separation performance. Metrics for analyzing system performance are also discussed.

**Chapter 6**  Three case studies analyzed using the methods described in previous chapters are presented. The first case study considers the best configurations and machine settings for purification of polyethylene terephthalate for reuse in beverage container manufacturing. The second suggests operational settings for an existing plastic container separating line. The third case study investigates the profitable configurations for installing a plastics line at a energy from waste facility.

**Chapter 7**  This chapter summarizes the findings of the thesis.
A quantitative description of the performance of a separation process is critical to analyzing the result of a separation. This description should be able to describe the performance of any kind of separation process, independent of its industry of use or physical characteristic of separation. In essence, given a process separating a known set of materials, the description should specify how the materials are distributed into the output streams.

Several strategies for describing the performance of a separation process have been proposed. While conventions for describing the performance of processes separating three or more materials haven’t been established universally, a few models describing the separation of binary material mixtures have been accepted in prominent separation fields.

A process description commonly used to describe binary separation is the metrics of grade and recovery. These metrics are standard in the mineral processing industry, where separation processes were used to prepare mined material for eventual treatment to transform the ores into usable material. The focus of processing was to extract a valuable material from a relatively high volume of unusable material, and thus the metrics of grade and recovery focus on the desirable material and the material stream designed to capture that material. Recovery is the fraction of the de-
sirable material entering a process that is captured in the designated output stream, while grade is the concentration of that desirable material in that output stream.

In other fields of separation, such as material recycling, both materials in a binary material mixture might be desired materials. The Bayesian Separation model, as developed by Timothy Gutowski and Jeffrey Dahmus, describes the separation of a binary material mixture into two output streams in a way treats the two materials similarly [69]. The Bayesian Material Separation model describes the performance of both materials by their recovery into their designated output stream.

2.1 Mathematical Basis

Mathematically, the Bayesian Separation model as envisioned by Gutowski and Dahmus has its roots in Bayesian probability models [69, 68]. The model is structured such that the separation process can be considered as a test and the separation parameters are the probabilities of success for that test.

Consider a binary material mixture, of materials $M_1$ and $M_2$. The separation process selects and diverts the material $M_1$ with test $A$, and the material $M_2$ with test $A^c$. Then define the following probabilities

\begin{align}
    p(A|M_1) &= r \\
    p(A^c|M_1) &= 1 - r \\
    p(A|M_2) &= 1 - q \\
    p(A^c|M_2) &= q
\end{align}

Thus, material $M_1$ is identified correctly with probability of $r$, and the material $M_2$ is identified correctly with the probability of $q$. These two probabilities, $r$ and $q$, can be considered as the separation parameters for the process, the ability of the process to correctly divert these two materials.

In a general binary material system, special terminology is used to designate the two materials and their designated output streams [71, 166, 27]. To distinguish be-
tween the two materials and their corresponding desired output streams, one material is designated as the target material, \( T \), and the other is designated as the non-target material, \( N \). The terms target and non-target are not necessarily meant to imply the relative desirability or value of the two materials. However, in the case that one material is more desirable than the other, it may be designated as the target material.

For a binary separation process separating these materials into two output streams, each of these two output streams will be designated as the desired output stream for one of these two materials. In specific, the output stream designated as the desired output stream for the target material is called the primary output stream, while the output stream designated as the desired output stream for the non-target material is called the secondary output stream. The separation parameter \( r \) is linked to the target material, and is used to denote its recovery into the primary output stream, while the separation parameter \( q \) denotes the recovery of the non-target material into the secondary output stream.

Using the conventions of target and non-target material and primary and secondary output stream, the separation parameters \( r \) and \( q \) can be used to track the diversion of the materials through the separation process. Given a mass of target material, \( m^T \), and a mass of non-target material, \( m^N \), the diagram in Figure 2-1 illustrates the distribution of the materials into the output streams. In mathematical terms, where the designation \( p \) refers to the primary output stream and \( s \) refers to

![Figure 2-1: Bayesian Material Separation model illustrating the effects of \( r \) and \( q \).](image)
the secondary output stream,

\[ m^T_p = rm^T \]
\[ m^T_s = (1 - r)m^T \]  
(2.2)
\[ m^N_p = (1 - q)m^N \]
\[ m^N_s = qm^N \]

2.2 Applying Bayesian Separation to Real Processes

The Bayesian Material Separation model can be used to describe any binary separation process, from any industry with any physical separation mechanism. To qualify as a binary separation process, a material separation process must have exactly two outputs. While the material entering the process does not have to be two distinct homogenous materials, all the materials entering the process have to be assigned as either target or non-target material. Any process that meets these qualifications, of having two distinct output streams and processing a mixture of two defined materials, can be evaluated using the Bayesian Material Separation model.

Transforming the formulas found in Equations 2.2 creates expressions that can be used to calculate the separation parameters \( r \) and \( q \), as shown below:

\[ r = \frac{m^T_p}{m^T_{in}} \]  
(2.3)
\[ q = \frac{m^N_s}{m^N_{in}} \]  
(2.4)

Material performance data, collected through experimental trials or through physical modeling, can be analyzed using these simple equations to determine separation performance. These separation parameter values are specific to the exact separation process and material mixture used in the experimental trial or simulation.

The values of \( r \) and \( q \) calculated can illuminate some properties of the separation. To be considered a successful separation, \( r + q > 1 \). A sum of \( r \) and \( q \) lower than 1 indicates a misidentified separation, where the designation of the primary and sec-
ondary output streams is incorrect. If the sum of $r$ and $q$ is exactly equal to 1, then the process is merely a stream splitting operation, not a separation. Generally speaking, separation processes with high values of $r$ and $q$ are considered more successful than those with lower values.

2.2.1 Separation Parameter Values from Literature and Experimentation

Given Equations 2.3 and 2.4, we can investigate the performance of separation processes. Figure 2-2 [168, 163, 87, 172, 171, 154, 129, 75, 70] shows values of $r$ and $q$ for a wide variety of processes taken from literature and experimentation.

This figure represents separation processes from several industries, but product material recycling features most prominently. Most of these data-points are collected from literature, from studies of the performance of separation processes or separation process systems. Some of this data comes from our own experimentation with magnetic roller separation processes for aluminum in plastic mixtures with Eriez Magnetics, Inc. [75]. Some processes have several data points, reflecting separation performance under different operating parameters or with different materials.

These real separations generally follow the guideline that $r + q > 1$, and in many cases the sum of $r$ and $q$ approaches 2, the ideal maximum. Very few usable processes operate in the regime where both $r$ and $q$ are moderate (in the range of 0.5-0.7). In processes with multiple operational configurations, such as the magnetic roller process, the performance at these different settings often presents tradeoffs in terms of $r$ and $q$.

2.2.2 Limitations in Applying Bayesian Separation

The Bayesian Material Separation model can be applied in a variety of separations, but there are some limitations on its use. In general, the model can be used to describe the result of any binary separation, but its use as a predictive tool is dependent on the accuracy of the probabilistic description used in the model.
Figure 2-2: $r$ and $q$ performance for multiple material separation processes. [168, 163, 87, 172, 171, 154, 129, 75, 70]
The Bayesian model works best as a predictive model when each of the particles classified in each of the two material streams has the same probability of being captured correctly as each other particle in its material stream. That is, for a given process, the Bayesian model is most useful when the probability most individual particles of target material have an individual probability of being correctly captured of $r$, the overall material stream separation parameter. This is not always the case in separation systems and is not always the case in other models of binary separation.

**Comparison to Physical Modeling**

Physical process modeling estimates the performance of a separation process through detailed modeling of the forces on each particle. Physical process models have been created for several separation processes, but one of the most studied in the field of recycling is eddy current separation. Detailed physical process models for eddy current separation include the calculation of Lorentz force based on particle properties and the separator’s magnetic field, aerodynamic drag, gravity force, and in some cases particle to particle and belt interactions [117, 116, 173, 101, 62]. An example of simulated particle trajectories is shown in Figure 2-3. To simulate the separation efficiency of a process using these models, a comprehensive accounting of all the particles entering a process and a complete physical description of the process are required. In the case of the eddy current model, the physical description must include information about belt speed, belt thickness, magnet configuration on the magnetic drum and its rotational speed, splitter placement, and possibly more. Simulation of the response of each particle is necessary to estimate the overall material performance of the process. Bulk performance measurements from experimental results cannot be used to determine the details of the forces acting on particles in a process or their trajectories.

As shown in Figure 2-3, physical modeling can provide more-detailed analysis of particle trajectories, for all types of particles, including those of different shapes and material content. However, accurate separation estimates require detailed and accurate information about the input particles and the physical parameters of the separa-
tion process. The depth of information required is a significant drawback for physical modeling, as opposed to measurement-based Bayesian Material Separation modeling. Another disadvantage to physical process modeling is its inability to account for variation in particle response. Any additional physical effects, such as particle orientation and particle collision in the case of eddy current processes, which may have significant impact on trajectories, must be modeled as well [101, 62]. Any simplification made to these models hides complications that create an unpredictability in the results. Undescribed or unknown effects manifest as randomness.

**Probabilistic Vs. Deterministic Modeling**

An essential difference between the Bayesian Material Separation model and physical modeling is that the response of a particle to a separation process is probabilistic in the case of the Bayesian model and deterministic in the case of physical modeling. The Bayesian model predicts that the expected value of the response of any given particle is the same as that of the bulk material, while a physical model provides a precise, fixed trajectory, effectively assigning each particle a probability of correct
capture of 0 or 1.

The reality of separation lies in between these two options. The Bayesian model doesn’t capture the variation in response based on variation in particles, while the physical models do not acknowledge variation in response for an individual particle. The most realistic model would take into account individual particle properties and the variation in response that these particles can have in a single process. A compromise between the two models might be a simple parameter model reflecting physical properties of the particles that calculates a probability of separation.
Chapter 3

Modeling Binary Material Mixture Separation

The separation of binary material mixtures is a problem that touches many industries, including the material recycling industry. Binary mixture separation is the division of a mixture of two materials into its two components, yielding at least one output material stream that is desirable at its new concentration. The simplest binary material mixture separation system is one consisting of a single separation stage. In some cases, an individual separation step cannot provide the desired recovery or purity for the output materials. In this case, processing these once-treated output streams again with the same or different processes can make it possible to attain material purity goals.

Analyzing the performance of systems processing binary material mixtures becomes more complex as the systems themselves become more complex. A binary material processing system consisting of one step can be analyzed using the Bayesian Material Separation model, physical process models, or other process models, as described in Chapter 2. Systems with multiple processing steps, however, require additional modeling. At the very least, they require modeling of the structure of processing steps, the diversion of output streams from each process into either system outputs for collection or into further processing.

Here I propose a modeling approach for material separation systems of more than
one step. The modeling approach proposed here combines the Bayesian Material Separation model with network flow models to produce a flexible model for multi-step binary material separation systems. As discussed later in this chapter, this model has an advantage over previous modeling efforts in that it is flexible, in the sense that it can handle any arrangement of binary separation steps, easily formulated and solved, and requires very basic knowledge of process performance compared to many models. This chapter introduces the model and its construction, and demonstrates its utility through theoretical and practical examples.

3.1 Binary Material Mixtures in Industry

Many industries use separation systems that can be modeled as binary separation systems. Many material mixtures in the mineral processing industry can be treated as binary materials, where one valuable mineral or ore is separated from a bulk of non-desirable material. In recycling, many material separation systems can be represented as binary material systems. Examples of multi-step binary material separation in recycling include the purification of beverage container shred for processing into new PET bottles, or the capture of magnetic materials in scrap recycling. These multi-step binary separation systems play an important role in creating desirable materials in these industries. Given the multitude of industry roles for binary separation, models for multi-step binary separation systems are an important tool for separation industries.

3.1.1 Current Industry Modeling Practices

Several models for binary separation systems have been developed for use in industry. Existing models cover a broad range of possible separation systems and solution techniques, and deliver their results in a variety of forms. Some models focus on delivering analytical solutions to theoretical problems, while some are technical models designed to analyze very specific types of system. Some numerical models can describe only limited configurations.
Analytical models of separation systems can be a helpful tool in understanding binary material separation systems. Some can generate symbolic solutions for performance, allowing for easy understanding of the effects of processes performance and configuration on separation. On the other hand, many analytical models have limitations in the process type and configurations that they can process.

Several analytical models have been proposed for analyzing systems of identical steps. Linear circuit analysis compares the performance of systems of multiple identical separation steps to a single step. This technique compares the derivative of concentrate-to-feed ratio, \( C/F \), with respect to the separating property, \( X \), to the derivative of partition probability for a single step, \( P \), also with respect to \( X \). Essentially, this is comparing how much more effective the system of separation processes is than a single step of that process. Here the measure of efficiency is the sharpness of separation, which is the ability of the system to distinguish between particles of different separation property values. Figure 3-1 gives some examples of relative efficiencies for basic systems with recirculating streams, as taken from Luttrell [96].

![Diagram of separation systems](image)

Figure 3-1: Relative efficiency of multi-stage separation systems as compared to a single separation step using linear circuit analysis. From Luttrell [96].

[164]

This analysis provides a different result than many analytical models. Rather than
giving an evaluation of the material outputs of a multi-stage separation system, this model yields a comparison between systems on sharpness of separation. While this gives an overview of the performance of the system, additional analysis is required to evaluate material performance. Another limitation on linear circuit analysis is that system configurations are limited to linear circuits. Figure 3-2 shows an example of a linear circuit with internally recirculating loops, approaching infinity. Systems with additional interconnections can be created that cannot be evaluated using linear circuit analysis.

![Diagram of separation system with internally recirculating loops approaching infinity. From Luttrell [96].](image)

Figure 3-2: Diagram of separation system with internally recirculating loops approaching infinity. From Luttrell [96].

Other mathematical models have been proposed for analyzing separation systems with internally recirculating streams. One model proposed by Albino considers systems of the type shown in Figure 3-3 [1]. These systems have chains of recirculating streams, where the secondary outputs of these steps are recirculated into previous steps with the intent of scavenging target material from waste streams.

This model uses the Bayesian Material Separation model as described in Chapter 2 for the performance of individual separation steps. Here, the steps are assumed to all have identical performance in terms of $r$ and $q$. The outputs of each step can be expressed algebraically as a function of the system input masses of the target and
non-target materials. The symbolic expressions can be manipulated to understand the relationships between inputs, process performance, and outputs. For example, the target mass output of the last step in the system shown in Figure 3-3 is

$$\gamma_4 = \frac{\gamma_0}{1 - 3r + 4r^2 - 2r^3 + r^4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

where $\gamma_0$ is the input mass of target material, $\gamma_4$ is the output mass of target material from the primary output stream of the last separation stage, and $r$ is the target separation efficiency of all the separation steps. Taking the derivative of Equation 3.1 with respect to $r$ explores the relationship between changing $r$ and changing target material output. The ability to explore these results symbolically is an advantage of this model, however, there are a limited set of systems that can be explored this way.

Analytical models for specific systems can present more configuration options than the general models presented by Luttrell and Albino. A large body of work exists that models froth flotation in mineral processing. Froth flotation separation systems typically consist of banks of cascading cells, the concentrates and tailings of which can be diverted to other cell banks or to system outputs at a variable fraction. The
basic structure of most froth flotation models includes a network model linking the inputs and outputs of the cell banks, and a model for individual cell performance, such as assumed residence time [104] or enhancement factor [82, 167]. Various network models can be used, including Markov chains [169], though like circuit analysis, Markov chains can only be simplified in some cases. Process models for the cells and banks of cells can be incorporated into these models, the most common being to model the flotation kinetics as a first-order rate process [131]. The overall system performance can be improved by identifying the ideal performance characteristics based on these flotation kinetics for the individual froth flotation cell banks [165]. Modeling the performance and configuration of stages within these banks, typically categorized as cleaner, rougher, and scavenger banks, is another important concern of froth flotation modeling [164]. These models can describe the performance of almost arbitrary configurations of flotation cells, including split stream diversion that would be difficult to realize in most other separation processes, including typical material and product recycling systems, but rely on froth flotation models for individual process performance, limiting their applicability to other types of separation processes and systems. One possible additional application is to plastics, as froth floatation for plastics is an emerging field of separation for recycling [3, 147]

Other analytical models focus on estimating the bulk of flow in recycling, in order to quantify the material output volume and also its value [151, 86, 95]. These models are intended to assist in planning of recycling systems. Typically, these models can investigate most types of separation processes for recycling, but the configurations they treat are limited to forward branching separation trees. The intent of these models is not to provide an accurate prediction of material performance, but a rough estimate of material volume distribution through the separation system and its outputs. Some recycling models attempt to take into account both planning aspects and the material recycling system [161]. Very detailed separation process and system modeling, that can include particle classifications such as size and liberation, is at the core of some of these models [162]. Others look at overall material system performance, from materials production to manufacturing and use to end-of-life, using very simplified
material performance models to estimate economic performance [89].

Although a wide variety of analytical models exist, the most common modeling tactic used in practice is numerical calculation through flow sheets. Flow sheets that follow the flow of materials through the separation processes of a system can describe the performance of a separation system, but not predict it. For example, Figure 3-4 shows a multi-metals separation system with the mass flows enumerated from measurements.

![Flow sheet diagram of a metals separation plant with mass flow rate fractions [99].](image)

Basic flow sheets can also be used for predictive modeling when process models are added. Flow sheets are limited to analyzing configurations without recirculating flows, as the output of each step must be calculated sequentially, from the system material inputs to the system material outputs.
3.2 Modeling Components of Binary Separation Systems

The advantage of the binary separation system model proposed here is that any configuration constructed from any mix of binary separation process can be modeled. This section describes the essential components for the model, and how they contribute to making this Binary Separation model widely applicable to separation systems for material recycling.

3.2.1 Individual Process Performance: Bayesian Material Separation Model

Chapter 2 introduced the Bayesian Material Separation model. This model for individual process performance is a flexible model that describes the separation of a binary material mixture by a process that divides it into two output streams, each intended to capture one of the two material components of the mixture. This model characterizes the performance of an individual process using two parameters, $r$ and $q$, that describe the separation performance for each material in terms of its recovery into the designated output streams.

The Bayesian Material Separation model provides several advantages for the overall model. First, the Bayesian Material Separation model can be used to describe the performance of any binary separation process without detailed physical process models. An expectation for the Bayesian Material Separation model is that the separation parameter values given for a process will be specific to the material stream and the operating parameters used in the system, thus, no detailed models are necessary. The performance of each separation step in a system can be incorporated into the separation system easily.
3.2.2 Connecting Processes: Network Routing

Separation systems consist of several separation steps networked together to improve performance over that of a single process. The flow of materials into the system, the connections between processes in the system, and the collection of system outputs shape the overall performance of the system. Thus, a model of the network of separation steps is critical to analyzing the performance of a separation system.

The network routing model presented here and in Wolf et al. [166] is a method to model the connections within a binary separation system. An example binary separation system is shown below in Figure 3-5. Some assumptions about the nature of the connections are assumed. In the case of binary separation system, at least one input material stream is assumed. Each process, in accordance with the Bayesian Material Separation model, has two output streams, a primary and a secondary stream. These outputs are assumed to be diverted into their destination processes or outputs as undivided streams. The system is assumed to have at least two collection outputs, as a single output would simply be a rejoining of the materials flowing through the process.

![Figure 3-5: A typical binary separation system with multiple separation stages.](image)

Based on the categories of flows described above, we can create a network of directional connections that describes a given system topology. The three types of stage that are included are system inputs, separation steps within the system, and system outputs. Here we define the sets representing each of these types of stage. \( I_{\text{ext}} \) is the set of all external inputs to the separation system. Each input is assumed
to have one entrance into the system, and at least one external input is assumed to exist for any given separation system. $S$ is the set of $n$ binary separation processes that are part of the separation system. At least one separation process is assumed to exist within the separation system. Each separation process is assumed to have two outputs, a $O_{ext}$ is the set of external system outputs. At least two system outputs are assumed to exist, though there may be more. System outputs have no output streams themselves, as they are assumed to be end-points for the system.

The connections between each stage’s output and the stage in the system it is directed toward are represented as a directed edge connecting the two. The connections have limitations placed on them based on initiating stage type. The output of each system input in $I_{ext}$ is assumed to be directed to a separation process in the system. The set of directed connections from the external inputs is designated $E_{ext}$. Both the primary and secondary outputs of each separation step in $S$ are assumed to be directed at other processes within the system or to system outputs. For organizational purposes, the connections from primary and secondary outputs are divided into separate categories, $E_p$ and $E_s$. Restating mathematically,

$$E_{ext} = \{(l, i) \mid \forall l \in I_{ext} \text{ where } i \in S\} \quad (3.2)$$

$$E_p = \{(i, j) \mid \forall i \in S \text{ where } j \in S \cup O_{ext}\} \quad (3.3)$$

$$E_s = \{(i, k) \mid \forall i \in S \text{ where } k \in S \cup O_{ext}\} \quad (3.4)$$

The union of these three sets of connections, $E = E_{ext} \cup E_p \cup E_s$, describes a complete system topology, representing all the stages within the separation system and the connections between these steps.

The network description given here can be used to represent any material separation system of binary separation steps. There are several advantages to this network model. The network is simplified in several ways. Because the network considers only binary separation steps, only two categories of process output are created. In many realistic separation systems, the flows from external inputs and from process outputs are kept whole, or only split for capacity reasons where the streams are evenly split.
and fed into identical processes. Eliminating the option to split streams by directing each output to a single stage creates a simpler model. This feature will have an impact on the later solutions discussed in Section 3.3.

### 3.2.3 Describing Flows: Mass Balance Equations

While assigning the connections within a system through a network model expresses the material flow pattern within the system, the exact quantities of the material flow within a system are determined by the separation performance of the individual steps and the amounts of the input flows. Combining these pieces of information with the network model can yield mass flow balance equations that describe the balance between the mass flow through a process and the streams directed into it through external inputs or system process outputs.

Several assumptions are used to simplify the process of creating and solving these equations. The system is assumed to be operating at steady state. The flows entering the system are assumed to be constant, and the separation processes are assumed to have no storage capacity. The processes are assumed to be operating under steady operating conditions, and thus the value of the separation parameters are assumed to be fixed.

Using these assumptions, a system of mass balance equations is created for each material, representing the mass flow through each stage for that material. The mass flow for each given material from the external inputs, $I_{ext}$ is assumed to be known, and thus for each external input, we expect to have a mass flow rate statements of the form

\[
m_l^T = t_l \tag{3.5}
\]

\[
m_l^N = n_l \tag{3.6}
\]

where $t_l$ is the mass flow rate of target material entering the separation system from external input $l$ and $n_l$ is the mass flow rate of non-target material entering the system from that input. For separation processes within the system, in $S$, or system outputs,
in $O_{\text{ext}}$, the flow of material through that stage must be balanced against the mass flow into the system from other sources, including external system inputs and other process outputs. Figure 3-6 shows a separation step with all types of possible inputs. While it is assumed that external outputs are fed as a whole into a process within the system, the material of a given type flowing from another separation stage is divided at its output into primary and secondary output streams. Here, the Bayesian Material Separation model is used to calculate the fraction of material of a given type flowing into each output. For the target material, the fraction of target material flowing through the upstream process that is directed to the following stage along a primary output connection is $r$, while the fraction flowing along a secondary output connection is $(1 - r)$, as shown.

Figure 3-6: Single stage (separation process or system output) with all possible types of input connection for target material flow.

Individual mass flow balance equations are created for each separation stage or system output in the set $S \cup O_{\text{ext}}$. For each individual stage in that set, the mass flow of each type is balanced against the incoming flows from external inputs and primary and secondary outputs from separation stages directed at that stage. The balance for target material is shown in Equation 3.7, while the balance for non-target material is shown in Equation 3.8. For each stage, all external input connections to the stage in $E_{\text{ext}}$, all primary output connections to the stage in $E_p$, and all secondary output connections to the stage in $E_s$ are included in the mass balance. As discussed previously, the mass of each material flowing from each separation stage connected
to the current stage through $E_p$ or $E_s$ is calculated using the upstream process’s separation efficiency for that material.

$$m^T_i = \sum_{(l,i) \in E_{ext}} m^T_l + \sum_{(x,i) \in E_p} r_x m^T_x + \sum_{(y,i) \in E_s} (1 - r_y)m^T_y \quad (3.7)$$

$$m^N_i = \sum_{(l,i) \in E_{ext}} m^N_l + \sum_{(x,i) \in E_p} (1 - q_x)m^N_x + \sum_{(y,i) \in E_s} q_y m^N_y \quad (3.8)$$

These equations are generated from separation performance data and the network model. Combined with a complete set of external material input equations of the form shown in Equations 3.5 and 3.6, these equations form two systems of linear equations, one for the target material flow and one for the not target material flow. These equations create a complete description of material flow in the binary material separation system.

### 3.2.4 Solution Techniques for Binary Separation Systems

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the equations developed for each material are linear systems of equations. As such any typical solution technique for linear equations can be applied to these systems, including direct manipulation of the equations or through matrix manipulation.

Certain conditions are required to create a system of equations that has a defined solution. Some of these conditions correspond with physical requirements for the system. First, a fully solvable system of equations requires that each separation process in the system must be on a directional path that starts at an external input and ends at a system output. Another requirement is that no separation process has a self-directed output, that is, neither of its outputs can loop back directly into its input. Rules including these match up physically realistic systems under our assumptions with mathematically solvable systems of equations.
3.3 Modeling and Optimizing Theoretical Systems

The ability to model the performance of a separation system provides the opportunity to understand the effectiveness of such a system without access to the real thing. As discussed in Section 3.1, there are a wide variety of industries that provide systems suitable for analysis with this model. This model may be used to predict the performance of individual system configuration as given, but in many cases modeling efforts will be used to find an optimal system configuration among many options.

Previous separation system modeling efforts, discussed in Section 3.1.1, have frequently been applied to system optimization. In many cases, this optimization takes the basic form of comparing a few expertly selected options. More complex, automated optimization has been explored in several areas of separation. One type of separation that has been explored using advanced techniques is mineral froth flotation. The typical formulations of these froth flotation systems requires optimization of both routing parameters and individual process parameters, leading to more complex problems. In general, these problem have been simplified to linear programming problems [59, 170], or mixed-integer linear programming [24]. Most of these froth flotation models focus on optimizing material performance, but some focus on other aspects, such as optimizing cell capacity [77]. Generally, these optimization problems are solved by computer, in some cases through enumeration, but in other cases computer optimization search techniques are used, including advanced techniques such as genetic algorithms [65, 64]. These froth flotation modeling techniques have influenced recycling researchers to formulate and solve complex material recycling separation process optimization problems using non-linear optimization [162].

3.3.1 Metrics for Binary Systems

The goal of separation system modeling is evaluating the performance of that system. In the case of even a basic binary separation system, the resulting material diversion is described by several measurements. Rather than a direct comparison of the material flow at all points in a system, the most effective way to evaluate the performance of
a system and compare multiple systems is to develop measurement metrics. Because
the system model presented here is mass flow-based, mass flow-based metrics are
the most straightforward to construct, but other metrics for energy use or savings,
economics, and thermodynamic effectiveness can be constructed. In general, material
performance and economic metrics are commonly used for industry applications.

The most basic metrics in the case of our model are mass flow-based metrics.
Output material quantities and qualities are important to the economics of a system,
and are commonly measured in real systems to gauge performance. Thus, focusing
on output material performance is an effective way to create a basic comparison of
systems.

In the case of a binary material separation system, several assumptions have an
effect on the construction of output metrics for the system. One assumption is that
the system will have two output material streams, with the intent of separating the
two materials into the two separate streams. It is also assumed that the system has
one external material input. In some cases, rather than focus on both system outputs,
focusing on one material output can provide structure. This is often the case in the
mineral processing industry, where one material is the target of the separation system.

In this case, we can use separation system metrics based in mineral processing.
The most common metrics are recovery and grade for the target material [109]. The
recovery of the target material is defined as the fraction of target material that makes
it to the intended system output stream. The grade is defined as the concentration of
target material in that target output stream. Equations 3.9 and 3.10 describe these
two metrics.

\[
R^T = \frac{m_{T_{out}}^T}{m_{in}^T} \tag{3.9}
\]

\[
G^T = \frac{m_{T_{out}}^T}{m_{T_{out}}^T + m_{N_{out}}^N} \tag{3.10}
\]

where \( R^T \) is the target material recovery, \( m_{T_{out}}^T \) is the mass flow rate of target material
into the system target output, and \( m_{in}^T \) is the mass flow rate of target material into
the system through the external input. \( G^T \) is the target material grade and \( m_{N_{out}}^N \) is
the mass flow rate of non-target material into the system target output.

The metrics of recovery and grade provide a way to compare material separation systems. These metrics focus on the target material, but also provide enough information to calculate the non-target material performance.

3.3.2 Optimal Systems of Two Identical Steps

Investigating simple systems is a good way to demonstrate the utility of the binary separation system model. Modeling the individual separation steps as abstract processes can simplify the analysis and take the emphasis off of the process performance to focus on network performance. As a separation system of a single step does not require a network model, the simplest system that requires a network analysis would include two separation steps.

Here we present simple examples of theoretical systems of two steps. We consider two identical steps and the options to arrange these two processes into a separation system. First, we specify the performance of the two separation steps and the input material mixture.

\[ r_1 = r_2 = q_1 = q_2 = 0.85 \]  
\[ m^T_{in} = m^N_{in} = 0.5m_{in} \]  

Using the binary separation system model, we can investigate the separation properties of the networks that can be created using these two steps. As the two steps are identical, the shape of the network, but no the placement of the two processes within that network do not have an effect. All possible configurations of the two separation stages with one external system input and two external system outputs are considered by iterating through all possible sets of connections between processes, as described by Equations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. Configurations that do not comply with the guidelines described in Section 3.2.4 are discarded. Those conditions are restated here: Either output of a given process cannot be directed to its own input. Each processes must
be connected in a directional path between at least one external system output and at least one external system output. The separation processes, external inputs, and external outputs must form one connected network. Finally, no separation process can have both its primary and secondary output directed to the same stage.

Using these restrictions and also eliminating any repeated configurations due to the indistinguishable performance of the two separation processes, there are sixteen possible system configurations. Evaluating all the material performance of all the possible configurations in terms of recovery and grade yields the graph shown in Figure 3-7.

The figure shows a wide variety of separation performance between the different system configurations. Some configurations provide an improvement over the performance of a single step identical to those used in the system. (The performance of a single step here would be, in terms of recovery and grade, \( R_T = 0.85 \) and \( G_T = 0.85 \).) In some cases, the performance of a single step would be an improvement in all aspects. While some of these poorly performing system configurations are obviously inferior by inspection, the selection of the most useful configuration for a given separation goal from these sixteen options could be challenging.

Given the calculated system performance for these systems of two steps in Figure 3-7, we are interested in which of these system configurations has the best material performance. Overall, three performance point exist that provide better performance than any of the other sixteen. These three configurations are diagrammed in Figure 3-8. In these diagrams, upward-pointing, solid arrows represent primary output streams, while downward pointing, dashed arrows represent secondary output streams.

There are tradeoffs between these three systems. Essentially, for any system material performance goal, one of these three systems represents the best overall material performance possible with these two identical steps. The configuration in Figure 3-8a has the highest recovery, but a lower grade than either (b) or (c). Figure 3-8c has the highest grade. The configuration in Figure 3-8b has higher grade than (a) but higher recovery than (c). For any given recovery, one of these three systems represents the
Figure 3-7: Separation performance for the sixteen possible configurations of two identical separation steps, given as recovery and grade.

(a) $G^T = 0.779$, $R^T = 0.978$

(b) $G^T = 0.850$, $R^T = 0.974$

(c) $G^T = 0.970$, $R^T = 0.828$

Figure 3-8: Configurations of two identical steps with superior performance.
highest grade at that goal, and for any given grade, one of these three systems represents the highest recovery at that grade. Taken as a set, these three configurations represent an envelope of optimal systems for these process parameters, a concept that will be discussed in Section 3.3.4.

The exact selection of separation system configurations that compose the envelope of optimal processes for two steps is dependent on the individual process parameters. However, the systems represented in Figure 3-8 are representative of the typical optimal system configurations.

3.3.3 Optimal Systems of Three Identical Steps

As shown in Section 3.3.2, the options for configuring a system are surprisingly numerous. Adding additional steps increases the number of possible systems. Using the same parameters discussed in Equations 3.11, we can consider systems of three identical separation processes, where \( r_1 = r_2 = r_3 \) and \( q_1 = q_2 = q_3 \). Extending the example discussed to systems of three identical steps yields 304 possible system configurations.

Again, we can investigate the separation properties of these configurations using the binary separation system model. Evaluating all the material performance of all the possible configurations in terms of recovery and grade yields the graph shown in Figure 3-9.

In this case, there are nine different systems included in the set of optimal system configurations for these process specifications. Again, these processes have tradeoffs between the system goals of grade and recovery.

3.3.4 The Envelope of Optimal Systems

As demonstrated in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, for a given set of separation processes, there may not be a clear cut single best system configuration. Instead, there may be a set of process configurations that represent options with tradeoffs between system goals. These sets of systems form an envelope of performance that other system con-
Figurations of the same number of steps cannot approach. As the number of steps in consideration increases, the performance of the envelope of optimal system configurations improves. The envelope of optimal performance for systems of one to four stages using the separation performance data and input material concentration given in Equation 3.11 is shown in Figure 3-10. The optimal performance envelope advances as the number of identical separation stages in a system configuration increases from one to four, as shown in the figure. This trend continues for systems with increasing numbers of stages, approaching but never reaching the ideal separation result of recovery and grade both unity.
3.3.5 Other Problem Types

In addition to investigating the performance of configurations of identical steps, the binary separation model can be used to investigate other theoretical and realistic system problem types. There are a wide variety of problem types, which include the configuration of a fixed set of non-identical steps, the selection of process operational parameters for a fixed configuration, and the configuration of steps in conjunction with the selection of operational parameters. An example of this last type of problem in a binary separation system is given in Section 6.1 for the separation of PET and aluminum shred in the beverage container recycling industry.

Figure 3-10: Envelope of optimal system configurations for systems of 1, 2, 3, and 4 separation steps.
Chapter 4

Extending to Multi-Material Models

Binary material separation system models, as discussed in Chapter 3, can capture and predict the behavior of separation systems where the material streams in the system can be conceptually divided into two groups. In some systems, this is the case, but many material separation systems treat streams with multiple distinct material components. Examples of multi-material streams that are commonly separated include curbside household recycling, plastics streams, materials streams originating with specific products, some mining streams, and chemical process streams. While in many cases, systems processing binary materials may have a few steps, multi-material separation systems typically have more separation stages, in order to capture and purify more material streams. It is not unusual for a working multi-material separation process to have ten or more steps, as shown by the example of a curbside commingled recycling system shown in Figure 4-1.
Tip Floor – Material is emptied to be pushed onto conveyors.

Trommel – A rotating screened cylinder separates materials by size. Most of the glass is taken out in this step.

Pre-sort / Quality Control – Sorters take out anything that can’t get processed (ie. trash).

Cardboard Screen – Three sets of rotating disc screens separate cardboard from materials of different size, shape, and weight. The balance falls below.

Ballistic Separators – As the balance falls through the cardboard screen, air jets push 60% of the paper onto a conveyor which is hand sorted for quality. The balance continues on another conveyor.

3 Tin Magnets – A rotating magnet pulls tin out of the material stream and onto their own conveyor, eventually landing in their storage bunker.

Two 8’ Paper/Optical Sorters – Optical sensors push high density plastic onto a new conveyor. 99% of the remaining paper is taken out as it falls onto the fiber line.

Plastic Goes Through Optical Sorts – The balance continues through a series of optical sorters scanning and separating material based on density and color.

Re-circulation – The balance repeats the cycle until all the material is separated.

Eddie Current – A spinning drum of alternating polarity magnets causes non-ferrous metal such as aluminum to literally jump off of the conveyor belt.

Back to the Glass Line – Glass is taken out of the stream at several stages and fed into glass breakers which break glass into pieces 3” or smaller.

Destoner – Heavy material is separated from light by extracting the material over a screen. The glass falls through and residuals are taken out.

Bales – Conveyors empty storage bunkers into compactors which bale the sorted recycled material.

Figure 4-1: Zero-Sort commingled curbside recycling facility diagram [19].
Modeling these multi-material separation systems requires capturing additional effects that are not described in binary separation models. The two main features are that the flow of multiple materials must be followed, and that the models for separation process performance must describe and discern between multiple materials. This chapter discusses the extension of the binary material separation system model as described in Chapter 3 to multiple materials. Previous modeling efforts that examine multiple material systems are discussed and contrasted with the binary separation system model.

4.1 Separation Performance Parameters for Multiple Materials: Extending the Bayesian Model

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, one of the important components of multi-material separation system modeling is performance modeling for individual processes separating multiple materials. The Bayesian material separation model considers mixtures of two material components being separated into two output streams. Multi-material process may handle multiple materials into multiple output streams.

4.1.1 Previous Multi-Material Models

Models for multi-material separation processes have been created and used in specific separation system models. Some of these models are very specific to certain types of process, while others can be applied to any type of separation process.

Froth flotation models have often considered the flotation of multiple mineral species or particle types. These models, rather than specify the output performance of the processes in terms of material fraction diverted, typically instead specifying the flotation rate, which is then used to calculate the material diversion based on time the quantity of a given species input into a separation stage [104, 83, 24]. These models for froth flotation are complex physical models that can include a wide variety of parameters, such as the influence of drainage rate between phases, cell geometry,
particle sizes, and more, which are then incorporated into calculating the flotation rate [121, 102].

A non-process-specific model for multiple material diversion is the transformation matrix model [162]. This is a descriptive model based on observed data, much like the Bayesian material separation model. The model specifies the diversion of particles by a process into one of any number of output streams, based on particle size and liberation. Similar models have been used for mineral processing systems [84]. While the transformation matrix model can be used to describe the performance of an individual process, it is also used to describe the performance of small systems bundling together several separation processes, processes and systems that naturally generate multiple material outputs, such as smelting processes that produce slag and gasses as well as metals, and even systems that divert products and parts as opposed to materials, such as dismantling processes that capture reusable parts, parts with desirable materials, and materials and parts to process for further material extraction.

Other material models discussed in Section 3.1.1 on binary material separation system modeling can also be applied to multi-material separation systems. For example, the strategic material bulk planning technique is intended for use with multiple materials [151]. The flowsheet techniques described are commonly used in industry for evaluating multi-material systems.

### 4.1.2 Material Separation Matrix Model

While models for multi-material separation process performance exist, they present complications that make them difficult to use in a basic separation network model. Process specific models, like those mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and above, can only be applied to very specific processes, and require a detailed understanding of the process, its parameters, and the physical properties of the input stream that correspond to the physical parameters of the models. These models require detailed data about the processes and input material streams, physical understanding of the process, and can only be applied to the given process.

The transformation matrix model, as described above, also has challenges with
widespread application [162]. The level of measured performance data required to create a transformation matrix for a given process may be prohibitive. The number of transformation matrices required for a given process or system is dependent on the scenario, which is inconvenient for inclusion in network models. This is a function of assumptions about the units being modeled. When focusing on separation processes, very few examples of separation processes with more than two outputs exist, and thus the added complexity of the transformation matrix model may be unnecessary to capture the performance of separation processes.

For many separation processes, a simpler model can provide a clearer view of process performance. Here we present the material separation matrix model, which captures the diversion of multiple materials into two output streams with one matrix of performance parameters. This model mirrors the Bayesian material separation model described in Chapter 2, in that it specifies the recovery of each material in the system independently from the other materials. Instead of a single parameter for each material, a separation parameter is specified for each of the two output streams, the primary and secondary output streams $p$ and $s$, for any given separation process, $i$. These two parameters, $R_{i,p}^a$ and $R_{i,s}^a$, represent the recovery rate of material $a$ into the primary and secondary output streams of process $i$. So, in the case of a material $a$ of mass flow rate into process $i$ of $m_{i}^a$, the material flow rate of material $i$ into the primary output stream is then $m_{i}^a R_{i,p}^a$ and the material flow rate of material $i$ into the secondary output stream is then $m_{i}^a R_{i,s}^a$. A complete description of a process under this model includes a recovery rate for each material being processed for each of the two output streams. This set of parameters can be arranged into a two column matrix, as shown in Table 4.1. Table 4.1a gives an example of the recovery rate parameters required for a process treating three materials in its input stream. The mathematical requirement for a separation process is that the sum of each row must be one, that is, $R_{i,p}^a + R_{i,s}^a = 1$, representing the diversion of the total incoming mass flow rate of material $i$ into the two output streams. There is no restriction on the totals of the columns, representing the recovery rates to one output stream. Table 4.1b gives example values that could satisfy these conditions.
Table 4.1: Material separation matrix for a process processing three materials.

(a) Format of a material separation matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Output</th>
<th>Secondary Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material 1</td>
<td>$R_{i,p}^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material 2</td>
<td>$R_{i,p}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material 3</td>
<td>$R_{i,p}^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) A example material separation matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Output</th>
<th>Secondary Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material 1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material 2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material 3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the formulae detailed in Equations 2.3 and 2.4, for each material $a$ entering process $i$, we can define the separation parameters in terms of the material flow rates into the process and out into the primary and secondary outputs.

\[
R_{i,p}^a = \frac{m_{i,p}^a}{m_{i,in}^a} \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
R_{i,s}^a = \frac{m_{i,s}^a}{m_{i,in}^a} \quad (4.2)
\]

As in the case with Bayesian material separation, material performance data collected through experimental trials or through physical modeling can be analyzed using these simple equations to determine separation performance. Again, separation parameter values are specific to the exact separation process and material mixture used in the experimental trial or simulation.

Unlike the case of Bayesian material separation, the desirable values of $R_{i,p}^a$ and $R_{i,s}^a$ are not necessarily clear. The ideal values will depend on the function of the process, the other processes available for treating these materials, and the overall system goals. In the abstract, in a typical separation system attempting to separate out each material as purely as possible, a desirable process would sort all of each
material into one output stream or the other, that is, one of $R_{i,p}^a$ and $R_{i,s}^a$ for each $a$ would be 1 and the other would be zero. Having at least two of the materials have opposite values of $R_{i,p}$ and $R_{i,s}$ is desirable, to create at least one separation. Split material streams, where $R_{i,p}^a \approx R_{i,s}^a \approx 0.5$, require either that processes upstream of process $i$ remove all of material $a$ before it reaches that process, or that multiple processes downstream of process $i$ need to capture material $a$. In general, there are many different conditions on what a “good” separation matrix could look like, and the makings of an ideal process is dependent on its context in a system.

4.2 Networks Processing Multiple Materials

As discussed in Chapter 3, separation processes are linked together into systems to meet ultimate separation goals. While with some binary separations can be achieved using one separation stage, single step systems are rare in the case of multi-material systems. Conceptually, using two-output separation steps, the minimum number of separation steps to completely separate $n$ materials each into their own designated output stream is $n - 1$ [32]. In practice, for some cases, a low number of separation steps per captured material are utilized, as with the end-of-life vehicle processing system diagrammed in Figure 4-2. In other cases, as with the curbside recycling system shown in Figure 4-1, multiple stages of separation are used to separate and purify each material stream.

Given the need for a typical multi-material separation system to combine multiple separation stages, modeling the interaction between multiple separation stages processing multiple materials is an important tool for understanding multi-material separation. The modeling approach outlined here mirrors that discussed in Chapter 3. A network of directed edges is used to model the connection of separation stages and system inputs and outputs, while the separation matrix model as discussed in Section 4.1.2 is used to model the flow of materials through individual process outputs. Again, as with the binary separation systems, mass balance equations are used to tie together the information from the process network and individual process.
performance to provide a description of system performance.

4.2.1 Routing Multiple Materials

As in the case of systems of binary separation processes, systems of stages processing multiple materials can offer an increase of performance over individual separation steps. A model of the network of separation steps is critical to analyzing the performance of a separation system. Based on the model of separation processes given in Section 4.1.2, a network model similar to that described in Section 3.2.2 can be used for multi-material systems as well.

The key similarity between the Bayesian Material Separation model and the separation matrix model is the distribution of output materials into two output streams, identified as the primary and secondary output. In both cases, separation perfor-
mance parameters are defined in terms of these two output streams. Thus, similar
definitions of connections can be used in the multi-material case.

Again, we can define the set of separation stages in a multi-material separation
system as $S$, the set of external system inputs as $I_{ext}$, and the set of external outputs,
$O_{ext}$. The connections between each stage’s output and the stage in the system it
is directed toward are represented as a directed edge connecting the two. The same
restrictions on the direction of outputs apply as in the case of binary separation
systems, and the sets of these directed edges are defined the same way. The output
of each system input in $I_{ext}$ is assumed to be directed to a separation process in
the system. The set of directed connections from the external inputs is designated
$E_{ext}$. Both the primary and secondary outputs of each separation step in $S$ are
assumed to be directed at other processes within the system or to system outputs.
For organizational purposes, the connections from primary and secondary outputs are
divided into separate categories, $E_p$ and $E_s$. Restating mathematically,

$$E_{ext} = \{(l, i) \mid \forall l \in I_{ext} \text{ where } i \in S\} \quad (4.3)$$

$$E_p = \{(i, j) \mid \forall i \in S \text{ where } j \in S \cup O_{ext}\} \quad (4.4)$$

$$E_s = \{(i, k) \mid \forall i \in S \text{ where } k \in S \cup O_{ext}\} \quad (4.5)$$

The union of these three sets of connections, $E = E_{ext} \cup E_p \cup E_s$, describes a complete
system topology, representing all the stages within the separation system and the
connections between these steps.

These equations are identical to Equations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. Essentially, process
routing works identically as in the case of binary separation network routing, again
due to the output structure of binary and multi-material processes.

### 4.2.2 Multi-Material Mass Balance Equations

As in the case with binary material systems, described in Section 3.2.3, a network
model expresses the material flow pattern within the multi-material system, the exact
quantities of the material flow within the system are determined by the separation
performance of the individual steps and the amounts of the input flows. Combining these pieces of information with the network model can yield mass flow balance equations that describe the balance between the mass flow through a process and the streams directed into it through external inputs or system process outputs. Again, simplifying assumptions are used when creating and solving these equations. The most important are that the system is assumed to be operating in steady state, with no storage in the network or processes, and with fixed operating parameters. Similar to Equations 3.5 and 3.6, the mass flow of each material from each external input is a known fixed rate given as

\[ m^a_l = a_l \]  

(4.6)

where \( a_l \) is the mass flow rate of material \( a \) entering the separation system from external input \( l \). For separation processes within the system, in \( S \), or system outputs, in \( O_{ext} \), the flow of material through that stage must be balanced against the mass flow into the system from other sources, including external system inputs and other process outputs. Similar to Figure 3-6, Figure 4-3 shows a separation step with all types of possible inputs. Material streams from external outputs are assumed to be fed whole into separation processes in \( S \), while parameters from the separation matrix model are used to calculate the fraction of material of a given type flowing along primary and secondary output connections to that process.

Figure 4-3: Single multi-material stage (separation process or system output) with all possible types of input connection for material \( a \) flow.
Individual mass flow balance equations are created for each separation stage or system output in the set \( S \cup O_{ext} \). For each individual stage in that set, the mass flow of each type is balanced against the incoming flows from external inputs and primary and secondary outputs from separation stages directed at that stage. The balance for material \( a \) in stage \( i \) is shown in Equation 4.7. As in the case of Equations 3.7 and 3.8, all external input connections to the stage in \( E_{ext} \), all primary output connections to the stage in \( E_p \), and all secondary output connections to the stage in \( E_s \) are included in the mass balance. The mass of each material flowing from each separation stage connected to the current stage through \( E_p \) or \( E_s \) is calculated using the upstream process’s separation efficiency for that material. In this case, the separation efficiencies are taken from the separation matrix for each process.

\[
m^a_i = \sum_{(l,i) \in E_{ext}} m^a_l + \sum_{(x,i) \in E_p} R^a_{i,p} m^a_x + \sum_{(y,i) \in E_s} R^a_{i,s} m^a_y
\]  

(4.7)

Combined with a complete set of external material input equations of the form shown in Equation 4.6, these equations form several systems of linear equations, one for each material flow. These equations create a complete description of material flow in the binary material separation system.

### 4.2.3 Solution Techniques for Multi-Material Systems

Solution techniques for these linear systems of equations describing the material flows in multi-material separation systems are the same as for systems of equations describing the performance of binary material systems, as described in Section 3.2.4. The same conditions for solvability enumerated in that section apply here; each separation stage must be in a path from an external input to an external output, and no stage may have self-directed outputs. Given these conditions, basic linear system techniques can be applied.
4.3 Modeling Theoretical Multi-Material Systems

Modeling multi-material separation systems presents a greater challenge than modeling binary separation systems. Meaningful examples are necessarily more complex. Metrics for systems processing multiple materials are not as clear to select as for binary separations. In essence, added materials bring added complexity. The utility of the multi-material separation model is demonstrated here by providing meaningful analysis of these types of systems.

The multi-material system examples presented here consider simple example systems processing three materials, with either two or three separation stages. For added simplicity, the stage performances and input mass flow rates are assumed to take a similar forms for each material. Only one input material stream is used, and that input material stream is an equal mix of the three input materials, material 1, material 2, and material 3. That is,

\[ m_{in}^1 = m_{in}^2 = m_{in}^3 = \frac{1}{3} \]

The processes here are given similar, but not identical performances. We create an \( a \)-selecting process, where \( R_p^a = 0.9 \) and \( R_s^a = 0.1 \), and for all other materials \( b \) where \( b \neq a \), \( R_p^b = 0.1 \) and \( R_s^b = 0.9 \). An example in our system would be that a 1-selecting process would have material separation efficiencies defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
R_p^1 &= 0.9 & R_s^1 &= 0.1 \\
R_p^2 &= 0.1 & R_s^2 &= 0.9 \\
R_p^3 &= 0.1 & R_s^3 &= 0.9
\end{align*}
\]

Using the multi-material separation system model as outlined in this chapter, we can evaluate the performance of systems consisting of these types of steps. First, we consider the configuration of a system of two multi-material separation stages, a 1-selecting process and a 2-selecting process. Three output streams are considered, one collecting each of the three materials. We will label these three outputs as \( M_{out}^1 \).
With three output streams, there are many options for evaluating the performance of these systems. In this case, each material is an equal component of the input mixture. If we assume that each component is equally valuable in terms of our separation goal, then each output stream must be included in the overall system performance evaluation. In a real system, the overall captured value of the materials, the total material captured, or specific material goals may be used to create metrics for evaluation. In this case, where we are evaluating theoretical systems with equal materials, material performance is the most important factor of performance. Since all three materials are equally valued and equally distributed, we are interested in the recovery and grade of all three materials, as defined in Equations 3.9 and 3.10. As a substitute for investigating the individual recovery and grade for each material output stream, we can compare the sum of recovery and the sum of grade. The sum of recovery here is defined as \( R_{M_{out}^1}^{1} + R_{M_{out}^2}^{2} + R_{M_{out}^3}^{3} \), where the subscript \( M_{out}^a \) indicates that it is the recovery for the designated output stream for material \( a \). The sum of grade is defined as \( G_{M_{out}^1}^{1} + G_{M_{out}^2}^{2} + G_{M_{out}^3}^{3} \). Essentially, each of these sums focuses on the recovery or the grade of the materials in their intended output stream.

With a system consisting of a 1-selecting separation process and a 2-selecting separation process distributing material into three output streams, there are 24 possible configuration options. These configurations are generated by considering all possible sets of connections that can be described using Equations 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. Configurations that do not comply with the guidelines described in Section 3.2.4 are discarded. These conditions include: no self-directed connections for any process, each process must be on a directional path between a material input and a material output, both of a processes outputs cannot connect to the same stage, and all elements of a system must be connected.

Figure 4-4 shows the distribution of the sum of recovery and the sum of grade for those 24 possible configurations. With three materials and three output material streams, the maximum possible sum of recovery and sum of grade are both 3. In the case of this selection of processes and outputs, there are two configurations that
stands out for having a sum of recovery and a sum of grade both approximately 2.5. These superior configurations are shown in Figure 4-5. While the physical arrangement of the steps and the exact material output performance of these two configurations are not identical, the performance and configurations of these two systems are permutations of each other. The configuration shown in Figure 4-5a could be created using the configuration in Figure 4-5b by switching 1- and 2-selecting processes, 1- and 2-targeting outputs. This switch would create the same effect in the material flow at each stage; the value of $m_1^i$ at any stage would switch to the value of $m_2^i$, and vice versa. These are essentially identical configurations, if we do not distinguish between the materials.

While the configuration of two separation steps might be easy, with effectively 12 choices of separation system when permutations are taken into account, additional separation steps bring added complexity. Next we consider the configuration of a system of three separation processes, one each of a 1-selecting process, a 2-selecting process, and a 3-selecting process, processing the same equal mixture of three materials into three output streams, one for each material. In this case, there are 1872 possible separation system configurations. Again, we measure the performance of these separation systems using the sum of recovery and the sum of grade. Figure 4-6 shows the performance of these configurations, as measured with sum of recovery and sum of grade. The best performing processes, by these metrics, have both sum of recovery and sum of grade of approximately 2.7. Figure 4-7 shows one of these best performing system configurations.

Again, as in the case of the two stage multi-material separation example, there are several systems whose sum of recovery and sum of grade are identical because the systems are permutations of material assignments within the same configuration structure. In each case, there are six permutations of each configuration. Figure 4-7 shows one of the six configurations with identical performance under the metrics of sum of recovery and sum of grade. Unlike the case of the 2-stage process, there are many other options for a 3 process configuration that might appear reasonable upon casual inspection. Several other configuration forms provide sum of recovery
Figure 4-4: Separation performance for the 24 possible configurations of a 1-selecting process and a 2-selecting process, given as sum of recovery and sum of grade.

(a) Superior configuration with input into 1-selecting process.

(b) Superior configuration with input into 2-selecting process.

Figure 4-5: Configurations of 1-selecting and 2-selecting processes with superior performance.
and sum of grade both above 2.5, as shown in Figure 4-6. Many other configurations have much poorer performance.

The most effective separation system configurations shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-7 are logical choices for configurations, confirming the findings of the multi-material separation system model. However, as systems of separation processes include more stages and more materials, their complexity rises rapidly. Even in the case of the three stage system depicted in Figure 4-7, there are alternate configurations that have approaching performance that would be identified as logical options. Evaluating multiple configurations of the same set of processes provides a way to compare the performance of these processes. Other problem types, as discussed in Section 3.3.5, can also be approached for multi-material systems using multi-material modeling as outlined in this chapter.
Figure 4-6: Separation performance for the 1872 possible configurations of a 1-selecting process, 2-selecting process, and 3-selecting process, given as sum of recovery and sum of grade.

Figure 4-7: Configuration of 1-selecting, 2-selecting, and 3-selecting processes with superior performance.
Chapter 5

Modeling Realistic Material Separation Systems

A wide variety of material separation systems are used across many industries. Many different separation processes are combined in these systems. Some processes are used on specific material streams, but others are used in multiple industries processing a wide variety of material mixtures. The combination of these separation processes into systems in conjunction with other manufacturing system components such, as conveyors, storage areas, and balers, can affect the separation properties and behavior of the systems. Accurately modeling the real world performance of separation systems with the material separation models presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 requires simplifying their descriptions to a more basic level, while still capturing the essential system behavior. The complicating factors, and strategies for including their effects in models, are discussed in this chapter. One complexity already encountered in Chapters 3 and 4 is the difficulty in describing the overall performance in a system in a meaningful way. This chapter specifically focuses on system metrics as a necessary component of modeling.
5.1 Complexities of Real Systems

Capturing the performance of real systems using a basic material separation system model requires simplifying complex behavior to fit the parameters of the model. There are a wide variety of complicating factors, and each has a different effect on system performance and the modeling of that performance. The factors addressed in this section include manufacturing system features, general categorization and selection of processes, and variation in separation processing performance.

5.1.1 Manufacturing System Features

The main focus of the binary material separation system and multi-material separation system modeling techniques described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 is the material performance of the system, as based on the configuration of separation processes and their separation performance. However, these separation systems are also manufacturing systems, and while the focus of our analysis of separation systems does not focus on the core issues typically considered in manufacturing systems, such as production rate, capacity, inventory, and sensitivity, these types of performance have the potential to affect material performance.

Recycling systems as a whole have been investigated as manufacturing systems. Popular topics for the analysis of recycling systems as manufacturing systems have included profitability [17], environmental impact [76], and managing uncertainty in both the upstream supply chain and the market [63]. Most works on recycling systems as manufacturing systems emphasize the performance of the overall material system, as opposed to the performance of individual recycling facilities.

When investigating the performance of conventional factory systems, a wide range of issues are of concern, including production rate, capacity, inventory, responsiveness, and flexibility. Typically, manufacturing systems are modeled as chains of processes with their own process times, feed rates, and failure states and rates, connected by inventory buffers. Those studying manufacturing systems create models that connect the individual machine performance to the overall system performance [58], but the
key parameters and outputs of these models are different than those of models for recycling separation performance. For example, calculating production rate is a key focus of manufacturing systems analysis, while in the binary material separation system and multi-material separation system modeling techniques production rates are taken as given.

In terms of manufacturing system modeling, recycling separation systems consist of high-uptime, continuously operating machines with rapid process times, connected (typically in a fixed configuration) with little or no buffer space. Essentially, material that flows into a separation system flows out at the same rate, which is determined by the capacity of the separation process machines. Separation systems are built to operate at a certain capacity, and the production rate is primarily determined by that capacity. Inventory within the system is negligible compared to the mass of material being processed. Product requirements change very infrequently and the work-in-progress is re-treatable, making the value loss potential from work-in-progress insignificant. Typically, the effects typically modeled in manufacturing system engineering can be approximated with very simple models in the case of separation systems. For example, separation systems may have components that fail, but separation system designers typically approximate this behavior by assuming a given uptime fraction for the whole system.

On the other hand, some lessons from manufacturing system engineering carry over into recycling system modeling, which we will discuss here. While the parameters for selection are different for a recycling system and a typical manufacturing system, the selection of appropriate processes is important to all manufacturing processes. The sensitivity of the system to variation is also a concern in both manufacturing systems and recycling systems.

5.1.2 Process Categorization and Selection

One challenge in designing recycling systems is the selection of appropriate processes. In many cases, a wide variety of processes can be used to perform the same separation functions. For example, the separation of two different types of plastics
can be approached using several different technologies [42]. Plastic-plastic separations can be performed using wet separation techniques, including froth flotation [3, 147, 149, 124, 148], sink-float processes [150, 43], medium-density dense medium separation [14], air density separation in a variety of configurations [4, 44, 107], electrostatic separation [53, 168, 155, 123, 73], and sense-and-sort processes such as optical and spectroscopic separators [41, 50, 156, 78]. Complementarily, a given processing technology may be used to successfully treat many different material mixtures. For example, electrostatic separation, in addition to treating plastic-plastic separations, can be used to separate conductive metals from plastics [36], for powdered mineral ores [16], or for food processing [21]. The exact configuration of a processing technology varies from material mix to material mix.

The wide variety of separation processes used in recycling systems makes it such that describing the advantages and disadvantages of each process individually would be prohibitive. Instead, some of the major categorizations of processes are discussed. These major divisions include body force based processes as opposed to sense and sort processes, wet and dry processes, and batch and continuous processes.

Separation processes have to use some material property to identify which material is which within the process. One prominent division in process types is between separation processes that use that identifying property to perform the separation, and processes that identify materials using that property but use another mechanism for separating the particles. Most traditional recycling processes, including magnetic separators, eddy-current separators, and density separators, fall into the first category. In each of these cases, a body force is exerted on material particles based on the identifying property. For example, in a magnetic separator, magnetic force attracts ferrous particles, as shown in Figure 5-1, while non-ferrous particles are unaffected. Another example a body force-based separation is float-sink density separation. The input material stream is fed into a floatation medium, often water or a water-based solution, chosen because some of the materials in the input mixture float in that medium while others sink.

In contrast, sense-and-sort processes use property differences to identify material
particles but use an independent mechanism to separate the particles. Sensors such as infrared sensors, metal detectors, or cameras are used to identify the materials, while the physical separation is usually performed by using mechanical paddles and pneumatic jets to deflect the identified materials from the stream. Figure 5-2 shows a sense-and-sort separator that uses both cameras and lasers to identify materials. This process can select for material particles based on color, size, reflectivity, and structure. This allows the process to be used for the capture of a variety of plastics, metals, or even biological materials.

A distinguishing feature of a sense-and-sort system is a control system, often a computer. In a sophisticated machine, such as the multi-sensor process shown above, a computer interprets the sensor readings to determine particle material, tracks the movement of each particle, and triggers the ejection mechanisms. Other sense-and-sort processes, such as near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) processes that identify plastics based on infrared spectrum absorption, operate in a similar manner [111, 88, 127]. Sense-and-sort processes are more complicated and typically more expensive than traditional processes, but allow for separation on properties that cannot be used to effectively generate a body force, such as color or plastic species infrared absorp-
tion, making it possible to automatically capture materials that were traditionally identified by hand, such as individual plastics species and stainless steel.

Other process categorizations include wet and dry separations and batch and continuous processes. In general, we see tradeoffs between these divisions as discussed for body force and sense-and-sort processes. Often the trade-off is between effectiveness and cost. For example, processes that operate wet, such as the medium based separation discussed above, can be very effective for separating materials with similar densities, but require drying the particles for downstream processing and packaging, which has a high energy cost. Dry density separators such as shaker tables and airflow jigs are not as effective for separating materials with similar densities, but have much lower unit processing costs. Process selection for separation systems can be complicated because of these trade-offs.
5.1.3 Variation in Processing Performance

The performance of individual separation processes can be specified numerically as described in Chapters 2 and 4. Figure 2-2 gives Bayesian performance data for a variety of separation processes. These experimentally taken measurements reflect the performance of those processes under specified conditions, including a given material mixture, feed rate, and operational parameters. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, separation parameters for a given process under a fixed set of conditions may not be the same if those conditions change. For example, several studies have investigated the effects of varying separation parameters such as splitter placement or rotational speed, or particle characteristics including target material composition and shape [173, 15].

While many factors can affect separation process performance, their effect can vary. Changing one machine setting or material quality may have immediate effect, while another may need to be varied far outside of its usual range to have an impact. Figure 5-3 shows the effects of varying drum speed on the particle deflection in eddy current separation. (Particle deflection directly affects separation performance.)

Figure 5-3: Deflection as a function of outer drum rotational speed for various materials, first with high magnetic roller speed, and then with a non-rotating magnetic roller [173].

![Figure 5-3: Deflection as a function of outer drum rotational speed for various materials, first with high magnetic roller speed, and then with a non-rotating magnetic roller.](image-url)
This graph shows several effects of variation on the deflection of the particles. First, the deflection of particles is different for different materials, all other factors being equal, because the different conductivities and densities of the materials. Next, the graph shows that a non-rotating magnetic roller produces a much lower spread of particle response than a rotating magnetic roller. Perhaps most interestingly, the graph shows the effect of outer drum speed on deflection for each material under fixed conditions. For most of the materials, the deflection with respect to outer drum speed initially rises with speed, and then plateaus. In this plateau the deflection of the particles is insensitive to changing drum speed. For example, for aluminum particles with a high-speed magnetic roller, the particle deflection rises significantly between 10 and 50 rpm for the drum speed, but is relatively level between drum speeds of 50 to 120 rpm. A similar effect is seen on PVC plastic particles. As separation performance of eddy current systems is typified by the relative deflection of the materials, that the deflection of the aluminum and PVC stays the same under the differing drum speed implies that the separation performance for a PVC-aluminum separation would stay the same if the drum speed varied between 50 to 120 rpm.

Some effects of variation on separation can be beneficial to separation system operators, while some are detrimental because of the unpredictability they add to separation performance. Acknowledging and quantifying this variation is important to mitigating its effects. An example property that can effect separation performance is input material composition. Inter-particle interference due to particle overlapping or entanglement and effects of the material on system performance can create an effect where separation process performance varies with input material concentrations. Concentration dependence is an important issue when investigating systems of multiple separation stages, as the concentration of materials varies between stages. If concentration dependence occurs for a process, then applying appropriate separation performance values for different stages may require prior knowledge of the expected concentration at each stage or a numerical analysis of those expected concentrations. The effect of material concentration on separation performance was investigated by the author for three different separation processes, uncovering different ranges of
concentration dependence between these processes and within one process acting on different material mixtures. The three processes investigated are magnetic roller separation, eddy current separation, and static magnetic separation.

Magnetic roller processing, as shown in Figure 5-4, uses the paramagnetic effect in aluminum to separate aluminum shreds from plastics. In the beverage container recycling industry, this process is frequently used to purify polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics for use in new containers. Using testing facilities provided by Eriez Manufacturing Co., of Eriez, PA, concentration dependence in magnetic roller processing was investigated for aluminum concentrations in an aluminum/PET beverage container shred in the range of roughly 0.1% to 17%. The author was assisted in this work by Esther Hu. Figure 5-7a shows the results of these investigations. At expected operational parameters including machine settings and material flow rate, magnetic roller processing shows little or no concentration dependence for both $r$, the separation efficiency of aluminum, and $q$, the separation efficiency of the PET plastic. Under standard operational conditions, this process may be considered concentration independent.

Eddy current separation, as shown in Figure 5-5, ejects high conductivity materials by inducing eddy currents in those materials using rapidly fluctuating magnetic fields. This process is used to separate white and red metals, non-ferrous metals such as aluminum, brass, and copper, from a variety of recycled material streams, including shredded automotive waste and municipal curbside recycling [19]. Using testing facilities provided by Eriez Manufacturing Co., of Eriez, PA, concentration dependence in eddy current separation was investigated for a mixture of aluminum and low-density polyethylene sample squares, roughly 2 inches to a side, operated at typical machine settings. Figure 5-7b shows the separation efficiencies $r$ for aluminum and $q$ for low density polyethylene (LDPE) under varying aluminum concentration. While the separation efficiency of the aluminum remains largely unchanged across the range of concentration, the separation efficiency of the LDPE is greatly affected by the increasing concentration. In typical eddy current separation, the desirable non-ferrous metals often carry other material particles into the target material stream.
In this case, the effect is exaggerated by the properties of the test particles, due to their regular, flat shape. In these experimental trials, the aluminum particles carry an increasing fraction of the LDPE particles as the concentration of aluminum increases. Because the aluminum test particles have a strong response, the extra mass from the LDPE particles does not prevent the aluminum particles from clearing the splitter and entering the target output stream. Thus, the aluminum separation efficiency remains high. In this case, the target separation efficiency is not concentration dependent, but the non-target separation efficiency for the LPDE is concentration dependent.

Static magnetic separators are a desktop magnetic separator technology, developed in the Environmentally Benign Manufacturing Laboratory for use in simulating overhead permanent magnet separation. The device uses a permanent magnet array that is lowered over a material mixture, attracting magnetically susceptible particles, typically ferrous metals. The magnet array is then removed and the material accumulated on the magnets is collected as the target output, while the remaining material is collected as the non-target output. Figure 5-6 shows a drawing of the static magnetic separator. Experiments using this equipment were carried out in the EBM lab by Philip Crain, using a variety of material mixtures. Figures 5-7c and 5-7d show the resulting separation efficiencies under varying concentration for a mixture of gray iron and aluminum chips and a mixture of steel and aluminum chips. In both cases, we see a tradeoff in the target and non-target separation efficiencies as the concentration of ferrous particles increases. At low ferrous concentrations, \( r \) is low, and increases with concentration, while \( q \) is high at low ferrous concentrations, and dips as the concentration of ferrous particles rises. The concentration dependent effects are a product of the high particle entanglement in this material mixture. At low ferrous material concentrations, a higher portion of the ferrous particles are entrapped and weighed down by entangled aluminum particles. At higher ferrous concentrations, the intermixed particles have a collectively high enough magnetic susceptibility due to the higher ferrous particle concentration to be collected by the magnet, increasing the ferrous material separation efficiency and decreasing the aluminum separation efficiency. The two different ferrous material and aluminum mixtures have different
separation efficiency curves due to different levels of particle interaction and different magnetic susceptibilities of the ferrous materials. In this case, both of the target separation efficiencies and both of the non-target separation efficiencies are concentration dependent at varying levels.

Across the three different processes and four different material mixtures, material concentration had varying effects on separation efficiencies. In the case of magnetic roller separation, the process is concentration independent under standard operating parameters, while the other processes investigated had some degree of concentration dependence. In any real separation system, the effects of concentration on process performance must be explored in order to accurately characterize the system.
Figure 5-4: Magnetic roller separator apparatus in operation.

(a) Magnetic roller processing PET plastic and aluminum.

(b) Close-up of splitter.

Figure 5-5: Eddy current separator in operation (courtesy of Eriez).

Figure 5-6: Drawing of a static magnetic separator.
(a) Magnetic roller separation of aluminum and PET flake (adapted from [75]).

(b) Eddy current separation of aluminum and LPDE.

(c) Static magnetic separation of iron and aluminum chips.

(d) Static magnetic separation of steel and aluminum chips.

Figure 5-7: Separation efficiencies for several processes under varying input material concentration as collected by author.
A good example of the advantage conferred to system operators by some effects of variation on separation performance comes from splitter position variation. The particle deflection given in Figure 5-3 is an average particle deflection for particles; in reality, in many processes particles for continuous distributions of material. Processes such as eddy current separation, electrostatic separation, and magnetic roller separation all distribute material into the physical space of the process output. Eddy current processes, for example, are typically modeled in a two dimensional space, describing the throw of particles away from the rollers [117, 116, 173, 101, 62]. Figure 5-8 shows the simulated throw of aluminum particles in red and copper particles in blue in an eddy current separator. On average, the aluminum particles are thrown further than the copper particles, but the range of trajectories overlaps.

Figure 5-8: Trajectories of aluminum and copper particles in an eddy-current separator. Courtesy Marcello Colledani.

In this two-dimensional model, particles of different types are distributed along a horizontal axis, and are then divided by a physical mechanism, such as a splitter that deflects the material or a set of output collection bins. Figure 5-9 shows the basic concept of this physical distribution for a binary material mixture. The two materials, blue and green, are distributed by the process, then split by a splitting mechanism.

The position of this splitter affects the separation parameters of the process. In this case, the collection area to the left of the splitter would be targeting blue material,
Figure 5-9: A binary material mixture physically distributed by a separation process.

while the collection area to the right would be targeting green material. Moving the splitter to the left would increase the collection rate of the green material while decreasing the collection rate of the blue material, and moving the splitter to the right would have the opposite effect, decreasing the green collection rate and increasing the blue collection rate. In a real system, the effects of changing splitter position is determined by the real distribution of materials in the output. Here we investigate the effects of splitter position on separation parameters for binary systems.

As discussed, many separation processes physically distribute materials into overlapping distributions that are then divided by a splitter or other mechanisms. The shape of these distributions determine the separation performance that can be achieved by the process while it is processing the material mix under those specific operating conditions. The real distributions can take any shape, but a good match for many distributions is a normal distribution [70]. By creating a pair of normal distributions that approximate the real distributions, we can simulate a separation performance $r$ and $q$ curve by sweeping a divider between the two distributions. The two distribution curves must be specified in terms of mean and standard deviation. Figure 5-10 shows a set of two normal distributions.

The means and standard deviations of the two distributions in Figure 5-10 are
specified as $\mu_1$ and $\sigma_1$, and $\mu_2$ and $\sigma_2$, respectively. These normal distribution parameters shown in the figure can be estimated for a variety of processes from separation data. Analysis of the data gives a family of pairs of normal distributions that yield the same separation parameters. For convenience of comparison, all parameters are given for a distribution pair with $\mu_2 - \mu_1 = 1$ for the two normal distributions.

This concept can be used to simulate the performance of a variety of separation processes under varying output stream divisions. Figure 5-11 shows the analysis of three separation processes, the electrostatic separation of PVC and PC plastic [168], the electrostatic separation of ABS and HIPS plastics [168], and the magnetic roller separation of aluminum and PET plastics [70].

The upper graphs in Figure 5-11 show the measured separation performance of the three processes as points. The normal curves used to approximate the material distributions are shown inside the top graphs along with the means and standard deviations of those curves. The solid curve in each case represents the $r$ and $q$ curve created by sweeping a divider between through these distributions. The progression of the division from left to right yields first low $r$, high $q$ separation efficiency pairs progressing through to high $r$, low $q$ efficiencies. For each material system, the lower graph shows the fraction of both materials captured in each individual division. In the case of the electrostatic processes, this is literally the fraction of each material captured in each output bin. In the case of the magnetic roller process, which uses a divider, this graph represents the change in material fraction captured between each splitter location. These graphs physically convey the distribution of materials in the output stream, in a non-dimensional way.
Figure 5-11: Separation efficiencies under varying separation efficiencies for three separation processes, the electrostatic separation of PVC and PC, the electrostatic separation of ABS and HIPS, and the magnetic roller separation of PET and aluminum flake [70].
The first set of graphs in Figure 5-11 shows the separation efficiency progression for an electrostatic separation of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polycarbonates (PC) plastic with each point representing a different division of the process output. Here, \( r \) is the separation efficiency of PVC, and \( q \) is the separation efficiency of PC for this process. In the case of this separation process, the distribution of the target material, PVC, has a larger standard deviation than that of the non-target material, PC. This creates an asymmetric separation efficiency curve, leaning toward the non-target separation efficiencies. That is, the separator is more effective at the end of its performance spectrum when it is rejecting non-target materials at a high level than when it is capturing target materials at a high level. The electrostatic separation of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and high impact polystyrene (HIPS) plastics, shown in the second set of graphs in Figure 5-11, shows a similar situation, with a narrow distribution of ABS and a wider distribution of HIPS. The third set of graphs illustrates the rare-earth magnetic roller separation of aluminum and PET plastic. The distributions of these two materials are much narrower, based on standard deviation, than the distributions of the plastics in the other two processes, resulting in a tighter separation curve.

The variation in separation process performance for the processes shown in Figure 5-11 is a controlled variation that can be used by system operators to alter the performance of those processes. Variations in process performance can thus be an advantage or a disadvantage to system operators. Binary and multi-material separation system modeling can be used to capture the changes in system performance due to individual process performance variation. The utility of this ability to tailor the performance using operator-controlled parameters such as separation point will be demonstrated in an example in Section 6.1.

More typically, variation in process performance can be detrimental to overall system operations. Recycling system developers must test all individual components with typical waste samples in order to assess real separation efficiencies, while systems installed in the field must be tuned to perform their best under varying material input compositions and condition. Process performance variation is an important element
to consider in the design of separation systems.

5.2 Metrics for Multi-Material Systems

When measuring the performance of real material separation systems, a wide variety of data can be measured, collected, and analyzed. Metrics that combine this data are essential for conveying the essence of an analysis and creating a comparison to other systems. A performance metric combines multiple performance data into a number or set of numbers that can reflect the overall performance of the system or its performance relative to other, similar systems. Metrics can reflect different types of performance or different performance goals, and thus, multiple metrics can be applied to the same system or system model. In the case of the example metrics discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the metrics focused on descriptions of material performance, but other metrics might describe economic performance, environmental performance, or other system considerations. This section describes some typical metrics, but many other applicable metrics exist or can be created.

5.2.1 Material Performance Metrics

As mentioned previously, metrics used in Chapters 3 and 4 described the material performance of binary material separation systems and multi-material separation systems, respectively. In the case of binary separation systems, the metrics used to measure system performance are recovery and grade, as defined in Equations 3.9 and 3.10. These metrics, based in mineral processing, focus on the target material stream. Any two systems processing the same binary material mixture can be compared using these metrics. One advantage of these metrics is that they can be calculated using just material performance data, and can simplify the performance of systems with very complicated configurations to two values. A disadvantage of these metrics is that they are focused on one material and one output stream. This is suitable for separation systems that focus on one material, such as metals mining, but may be less applicable to systems where multiple materials are of concern.
The metrics used in Chapter 4 for comparing multi-material separation systems were the sum of output stream recovery and the sum of output stream grade. With a set of $N$ materials and the $N$ system outputs collecting these materials, the metrics are essentially defined as

\[
\text{Sum}_R = \sum_{a \in N} R_{M_{out}}^a \\
\text{Sum}_G = \sum_{a \in N} G_{M_{out}}^a
\]

These metrics, while suitable for the theoretical problems described in the chapter, may not be suitable for realistic systems. Many systems process more materials than they have system outputs. In some cases, these materials can be grouped into desired outputs, creating combined recovery and grade. The relative values of these materials and their mass fractions in the input streams could be taken as weighting factors in creating more relevant material performance metrics.

Other material performance based metrics have been used in literature, for a variety of system types. Material based metrics can also reflect the ability of separation systems to process incoming material to usefully capture results. Overall product recycling rate as described in [162] is intended to give a measure of how much input material is captured in useful material output streams, rather than the quality of those output streams. Stream quality and residual contamination from recycling and secondary processing can be a major concern for recyclers [94, 55]. Many studies trace the accumulation of trace elements in secondary metals production, particularly steel and aluminum [35, 72]. Metrics such as contamination ratio and recycling ratio reflect the average composition of contaminants in a scrap material and the dilution of that scrap with virgin material [81].

The mass flow rates of separation systems can be interpreted into a wide variety of metrics. Those used in this thesis, recovery and grade as well as sum of recovery and sum of grade, are relatively simple to compute and calculate, but reflect a simplified concept of material performance. Other material performance metrics, such
as contamination ratio, can consider material performance in a broader context.

5.2.2 Economic Metrics

For most separation systems, like most manufacturing systems, economic factors are an important concern. Many recycling systems are built as for-profit enterprises. In some cases subsidies are used to promote recycling, but improvements in operations and technology can lead to profitability, as in the case of plastics recycling in Europe [74]. Metrics evaluating the economic performance of separation systems are necessary for evaluating the ability of these systems to operate cost-effectively.

Economic metrics have been widely applied to separation systems, in particular recycling and end-of-life systems. Some models focus on the tradeoffs of recycling against other end-of-life options at a higher system level. These models typically consider separation processing as a fixed per unit mass cost, and compare the profitability of material separation and recovery to other end of life options such as reuse or landfilling [33, 60, 61]. Li et. al investigated the effects of sorting or not sorting aluminum alloys for recycling on profitability under sorting cost and performance variation using a similar simplified system model [92].

Other models take a more detailed approach, looking at profitability on a facility-level scale. Typically, these models assess system profitability by balancing material stream revenues against processing costs and other costs, including capital costs and financing concerns. The metrics commonly constructed from these models include net cash flow, benefit/cost ratio, and payback period, depending on the purpose of the analysis. Examples of these economic models and metrics can be found in many separation fields. Studies from mineral processing often include detailed separation cost analysis as part of overall mining operation profitability studies [52]. Studies focusing on recycling separation facilities can investigate the effects of separation system configuration on profitability. Van Schaik et al. used an economic metric [161] that balances individual output material stream values against the processing costs associated with each material flow in unit operations to determine the probable recycling rates of materials within an end-of-life vehicle recycling scenario.
Examples in Chapter 6 will discuss the construction of the metrics for the individual cases in detail. The following sections discuss aspects typically used in more detailed cost models, the valuing of material outputs and separation equipment-based cost evaluations, on a material flow rate basis. Other economic concerns that can also be evaluated based on material flow rates include input material tipping fees or purchase costs and disposal penalties on system outputs.

**Valuing Materials**

The goal of many separation systems is to increase the sale value of input materials by providing more purified output streams. In an idealized case, material outputs of separation systems would be pure, and thus salable at prices comparable to virgin materials. Real separations rarely produce perfectly pure materials, and thus recycled scrap prices are lower than those for virgin materials. Establishing a relationship between price and purity is critical for evaluating the output value of separated material streams.

Scrap materials are a commodity, and as such their value is market based. While in theory purifying scrap materials should increase their value, in many cases, scrap materials are graded into specified material fractions for sale. These standards are set by national and international recycling organizations including Duales System Deutschland in Europe and Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries in the U.S. [37, 79]. Rather than use a direct relationship between price and purity, spot prices are given for these defined fractions, that specify minimum material purities. This would support a stepped price-purity relationship, where materials in given purity ranges all have the same price. A simplified version, used in many recycling separation system case studies, assumes that material that reaches a certain purity point can be valued at a fixed value. In some cases, it is assumed that certain material outputs of a separation system reach a salable purity and are assigned a fixed price per tonne. [54, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

However, the large number of scrap grades and fractions provides a dense selection of purity points. Over 40 grades of aluminum scrap, for example, are specified in
the U.S. [79]. Additionally, scrap price and purity may be specified by buyers and sellers in contracts outside of these specifications. This may suggest the possibility of applying a continuous price-purity curve for scrap materials. Figure 5-12 gives price-purity points for several materials. The price of the material is normalized against the virgin primary production price.

Figure 5-12: Normalized price purity curve for secondary materials production [132, 133, 134, 159, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 160, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146].

The shaded area in Figure 5-12 covers many of the price-purity points. This area begins at a named material concentration of 0.5, and progresses at its limits to equal to and 50% of virgin material price. The shape of this area suggests that the relationship between price and purity can be described with a linear equation. While in many cases, there is no given spot price for 100% pure recycled material, estimating that price with a linear fit of existing price-purity points provides a basis to create a linear price purity metric, as given in Equation 5.1.
\[ p = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } c \leq 0.5 \\
 p_{\text{pure}}(2c - 1) & \text{for } c > 0.5 
\end{cases} \quad (5.1) \]

Where \( p \) is the sale price per unit mass of the mixed material output, \( c \) is the concentration or purity of that output, and \( p_{\text{pure}} \) is the theoretical “pure price” of the recycled material, estimated from that linear fit and separate from the virgin spot price. This model will be used in some of the case studies presented in Chapter 6.

Another concern for economic metrics is that material scrap prices can fluctuate greatly from month to month, usually in concert with primary material production prices. As aluminum prices fluctuated in a three-fold range between 1980 and 2005, material recycling rates followed similar upswings and downswing [57]. Similarly, increasing global demand caused four-fold price fluctuations in the purchase price of steel scrap between 2002 and 2004 [28].

Material price calculations are sensitive to a variety of factors, in particular the relationship constructed between price and purity. Scrap prices are sensitive to market fluctuations, and thus the value of the material outputs of a separation stream may vary greatly during its operational lifetime, complicating economic analysis.

**Evaluating Costs**

While the sources of revenue associated with a separation system are identified through the system material outputs, the costs associated with a separation system are largely based on the ownership and operation of separation equipment and facilities. As these costs are dependent on the equipment and facility, listing all the potential sources of cost is not possible without a specific description of the facility. Table 5.1 provides a list of possible costs, an indicator that notes if a cost source would be based on ownership, a description of those costs.

The “Ownership” indicator suggests cost sources that would be present once a facility is built, no matter its production status. This is not meant to suggest that
Table 5.1: Potential cost sources of a separation system facility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>X Capital cost of owning separation equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>X Installation and support equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility Space</td>
<td>X Ownership or leasing of workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing</td>
<td>X Financing costs for equipment and workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>X Property and business taxes. Sales and waste taxes operationally based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>Equipment operator wages and benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>Electricity, water, and other utilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Packaging, hauling, and other shipping costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Disposal</td>
<td>Disposal fees for non-salable materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the costs of these portions are not influenced by the intended operational state of the facility; the selection of appropriate equipment and facilities will be guided by the mass flow rates evaluated during the planning stages of the separation system.

The actual cost of each of these cost components varies greatly between recycling facilities. For example, production scale separation equipment can vary in cost from less than ten thousand dollars for a small scale magnetic drum separator to over five hundred thousand dollars for a large sense-and-sort type process.

Table 5.1 is not a comprehensive list of all the possible costs, and does not present methods for assigning these costs for the sake of constructing an economic metric. The details of the separation system and the chosen economic metric will determine the method of assigning costs. In general, three methods of cost assignment can be used when associating costs to a mass flow based model, as described in this thesis. Costs can be assigned as fixed capital costs, hourly operational costs, and costs per unit mass processed. Examples of this type of cost assignment will be discussed in individual case studies in Chapter 6.

5.2.3 Energy and Environmental Performance

Energy and other environmental performance measures are a concern for all manufacturing systems. In particular, material recycling, as discussed in Chapter 1 is often suggested to be an environmentally friendly activity because of the potential energy
savings involved with using secondary production from scrap. To realize this potential, additional energy outlay for collection, separation, and material processing have to be invested. The potential energy return on investment is an important component of the environmental performance of separation systems for material recycling.

In general, the processes involved material recycling systems are relatively less energy intensive than typical manufacturing and material production processes. Figure 5-13 shows the energy intensity and processing rates for separation and comminution processes as compared to traditional manufacturing processes. Comminution processes (shredding and other size reduction processes) are frequently included in the overall design of material recycling systems.

![Figure 5-13: Energy intensity and mass flow rate for a variety of manufacturing and recycling processes (adapted from [70], [66, 98, 97, 126]).](image-url)
The separation processes shown in the figure, which are all industrial-sized processes, have energy intensities between roughly 1 and 10 kJ/kg, while the comminution processes consume between roughly 10 and 100 kJ/kg. Compared to other manufacturing processes, including thermal processes such as melters for casting, traditional machining such as turning and grinding, and advanced processes such as chemical vapor deposition, sputtering, and oxidation, these recycling processes are much lower energy intensity. The embodied energy of materials that are frequently recycled, such as paper, metals, and plastics, are between 10 and several hundred MJ/kg. Thus, a material recycling system built of several separation and comminution processes and their support equipment has the potential to save energy by recycling material. In fact, studies on the recycling of household waste electrical and electronic equipment including washing machines, televisions, personal computers, and refrigerators find that the recycling process on its own saves energy by returning usable materials [12, 90, 46].

Constructing a metric for the energy saved by recycling requires calculating the energy value of materials saved by recovery, energy costs from transportation, processing and landfilling, and other larger material production system energy issues. The focus of this thesis is separation system analysis; rather than construct a comprehensive metric that investigates all aspects of material recycling, as created in [12, 90, 46], the focus of energy analysis here will instead be on creating an operating energy total for the system of separation stages. With binary and multi-material separation system modeling as described in previous chapters, the mass flow rates of all materials at each process is calculated. The total mass flow rate at each stage can be combined with separation process energy intensities to calculate an estimate of the energy consumption per unit time for the separation system. Table 5.2 gives separation intensities per unit mass for a selection of comminution and separation processes.

The energy intensity of individual processes can vary based on exact type of equipment, manufacturer, operational settings, and input material mixture quality and flow rate. An accurate measurement of plant energy use would be better calculated using
Table 5.2: Typical energy intensities for some common material separation system processes (adapted from [46]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Type</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Energy Intensity (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shredding</td>
<td>Cross-flow shredder</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hammermill</td>
<td>0.12 - 0.22</td>
<td>[98, 97, 126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bladed Chopper</td>
<td>0.27 - 0.55</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Ferrous</td>
<td>Eddy-Current</td>
<td>0.02 - 0.08</td>
<td>[97, 93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics</td>
<td>Sieving</td>
<td>0.06 - 0.14</td>
<td>[45, 97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triboelectric &amp; Air Table</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specific electricity requirements given by equipment manufacturers, through individual equipment electric performance measurement, or at a high level through plant electric usage meters or bills. In general, estimates of the energy performance of a material separation system must take into account system specifics.

Environmental performance can be approached in a similar way. Rather than assess the whole system impact including the environmental impact of the recycled materials, offset production, transportation, and other external impacts, a more focused assessment can be taken for the environmental performance of the separation facility itself. This assessment should include all utility and support inputs. For many separation processes, the primary input is simply electricity, but many processes and facilities use water, cleaning agents, separation media, and consumable machine parts, among others. The typical impact per unit of material processed or operational time can be measured through these additional inputs, assigning energy and environmental impacts including greenhouse gas and pollutants to each separation process and to the facility as a whole.
Chapter 6

Case Studies

The modeling technique described in this work utilizes programatically solvable linear equations. In conjunction with enumerative techniques, this method can be used to investigate optimal separation system configurations by comparing separation stage configurations and operating parameter options. In many cases, the options for configuration can be exhaustively searched, investigating cases that would likely be ignored when hand-selection is required in the course of modeling.

This section presents case studies where this technique is used to identify potential configurations of material separation systems. These case studies are intended to demonstrate both the techniques used to apply this model, and the advantages gained by using this model for analyzing material separation system performance.
6.1 Binary Separation of PET and Aluminum Flake

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic is commonly used in plastic beverage bottles. As of 2009, PET beverage bottles were collected for recycling at a rate of 28% [108]. Indeed, PET plastic is one of the most commonly recycled plastics, with about 20-30% of the current supply coming from recycled sources [51, 5]. One potential application for the recycled plastic is in new beverage containers. Typically, virgin and recycled materials are mixed together in recycled material production. Coca-Cola Enterprises reports that in 2010 the recycled content in their bottles increased to 17.5% in 2010, up from 10% in 2009 [26]. Studies have suggested that even higher percentages could be successfully incorporated into future bottle production [6].

Recycled PET must attain a high purity for inclusion in beverage bottles. Plastic incompatibilities can compromise the integrity of the pressurized bottles. A typical PET beverage bottle is formed through stretch blow molding [91], in which contaminating metal particles are trapped in upstream feed lines and dies, preventing them from incorporating into the final bottles, but clogging the flow path of the plastic. Consequently, PET beverage bottles undergo an extensive purification process when they are recycled, usually starting with bulk separation from other curbside recyclables, followed by a mix of shredding, washing, and additional separation stages [100]. A wide variety of separation processes are used in these purification systems, including eddy current separation and magnetic roller separation. As described in Section 5.1.3, magnetic roller separation is typically used during the final refining of PET shreds. This case study describes the configuration of separation systems using this magnetic roller process for removing aluminum contaminants before the final metal detector-based cleaning of the PET, as first profiled in [166].

6.1.1 System Profile

Shredded PET plastic intended for use in beverage containers must have very little non-plastic contamination. In many cases, the final contaminant to be removed from PET plastic is aluminum contamination from the few beverage cans that escaped
detection prior to shredding. With particles sized well below a half an inch, eddy current separation is no longer a viable option for isolating these aluminum particles, but the still high contamination level is unsuitable for processing with through flow metal detection units, which divert the product stream to waste when an aluminum particle is detected, creating high waste levels. Rare-earth magnetic roller separation, as first described in Section 5.1.3, fills the gap in processing, able to handle small particles and higher contamination levels. Figure 5-4 depicts a magnetic roller separator processing a PET and aluminum beverage container shred stream. Depending on input material concentrations and output material purity requirements, multiple stages of magnetic roller separation may be needed.

Material Inputs

As described, the material prepared for magnetic roller separation is a washed, shredded material stream, consisting of primarily PET plastic, with traces of plastics and aluminum contamination. This material is shredded to below half an inch. Figure 6-1 shows typical particle sizes for this fine shred.

![Figure 6-1: Typical PET material as prepared for magnetic roller separation, with scale in centimeters (from [75]).](image)

The contamination level of the input shreds varies based on upstream material sources and sorting practices, but a typical aluminum contamination level is between 500 and 2500 parts per million by weight, and consists of aluminum can shreds roughly the same size as the plastic shreds. For this case study, we will assume a high input
concentration, of 2500 parts per million by weight of aluminum.

**Performance Requirements**

The material processed by magnetic roller separation is then fed into flow diverters that use metal detection to identify aluminum contamination in the plastic stream. Because the detectors use flow diversion to eject contaminant particles, a large quantity of plastic is ejected along with any contaminants. The target contamination level for material entering the metal detection units after magnetic roller separation is dependent on the flow capacity of the metal detection units and economic concerns, but in general is expected to tolerate a maximum aluminum contamination of between 25 and 50 parts per million by weight. For this case study, we will assume a strict output contamination tolerance, of 25 parts per million by weight of aluminum.

**Individual Process Performance**

In this case, the rare-earth magnetic roller process is separating PET and aluminum beverage container shreds. Separation efficiencies for this process while separating these materials was described in Section 5.1.3. The separation efficiencies are repeated here in Figure 6-2 and Table 6.1.

**Figure 6-2:** Separation efficiency of the rare-earth magnetic roller process.

**Table 6.1:** Separation efficiency of the rare earth magnetic roller process.
To use these separation efficiencies, the assumption is made that operating conditions in the separation system being modeled are similar to those under which the efficiency data in Table 6.1 were measured. The experimental trials used to generate this data used typical beverage container shred, at low aluminum concentrations, at feed rates typical for magnetic roller separation. In addition, Section 5.1.3 discussed that under typical operating conditions, the magnetic roller process separation efficiencies are independent of concentration. Thus, these separation efficiency data may be applicable to a typical beverage container shred purification system employing magnetic roller processes.

### 6.1.2 Investigation of Configuration Options

The selection of an appropriate separation system configuration of magnetic roller processes and appropriate operating points for those processes can be investigated using the binary material separation system modeling technique as presented in Chapter 3. First, the performance of a separation system of a single processing stage is considered. In this case, only the performance of the magnetic roller process can be varied. Table 6.2 gives the resulting aluminum contamination and PET recovery for each point of operation for that single step system.

Table 6.2: Aluminum contamination and PET recovery using a single magnetic roller stage operating at different separation efficiencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r$ (PET plastic)</th>
<th>$q$ (aluminum)</th>
<th>Aluminum Contamination (ppm weight)</th>
<th>PET Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>2.392</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>1.628</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reducing the level of aluminum contamination to below 25 parts per million by weight requires a 10% loss of PET plastic. Using an additional separation stage can increase the recovery of the plastic. The potential separation success for a system with two separation stages is analyzed by taking the envelope of optimal separation systems of two steps, three of which are depicted in 3-8, and for each of those configurations iterating through all the possible pairs of operating points for those two stages. Model code developed in MATLAB is used here to enumerate these potential configurations and evaluate the material performance of each of those configurations, for immediate automatic comparison, or for later user inspection. The two stage separation magnetic roller system that achieves the highest recovery while meeting the purity requirements is shown in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: Optimal selection of a two separation stage configuration and operating parameters for magnetic roller processing of PET and aluminum beverage container shreds.

The separation efficiency operating points for the configuration with the best performance as defined by recovery at a given contamination level are circled on the accompanying graph. The form for that system takes the same for as that in Figure 3-8b. The initial separation step has a very high aluminum rejection efficiency \( q = 0.995 \), and a moderate PET recovery \( r = 0.903 \), directing a very pure PET
stream to the target output. The secondary output is directed to another magnetic roller process, operating at a relatively low aluminum rejection rate \( q = 0.736 \), but a high PET recovery \( r = 0.976 \), redirecting most of the PET plastic entering the process to the purifying first step, saving it from the non-target output.

This case study shows that the binary material separation modeling techniques presented in Chapter 3 can be used to select operating parameters among an array of choices that would be daunting to enumerate by hand. Simplifying the selection process to reduce the amount of initial choices, by picking a configuration and varying separation efficiencies or by picking fixed separation efficiencies and adjusting the configurations, could easily leave out the optimal choice identified in this section. By creating a model that can be configured iteratively and solved algorithmically, binary material separation modeling assures that the best configuration and operating points are found.
6.2 Site B: A Plastic Container Separation Facility

Plastics separation is one of the most challenging areas of recycling. Many species of plastic are incompatible with each other, for example, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) are difficult to separate because of their similar densities and mutually incompatible because of their different processing temperatures [128]. The best practices separation of mixed plastics requires the use of modern separation technologies. Sense and sort technologies, which use sensors, such as metal detectors, x-ray detectors, and optical technologies, to detect desired particles, which are then captured using physical mechanisms, such as deflecting flaps or pneumatic jets. One sense and sort process that is commonly used with plastics is near infrared (NIR) sorters, in which NIR spectroscopy is used to identify plastics [111, 88, 127]. These NIR machines can be programmed to target different species of plastics based on their spectrographic profiles, and thus offer flexibility in target material.

The following case study investigates the performance of a plastic container separation facility, profiled by Axion Consulting in the report ”Good practice of Near Infrared sorting of plastic packaging” [54]. This facility, known as Site B, takes in a mixed plastics container fraction, and uses NIR separation to create several single-species output streams.

6.2.1 Site B Facility Description

Site B processes a mixed plastics container fraction, that is composed primarily of small to medium sized empty rigid plastic containers. The incoming material is coarsely shredded, to 20 centimeters maximum size. Magnetic separation is used to remove metal contaminants, and then a windsifter is used to remove films and other light materials, such as labels, paper, and thin plastic films. The material is then fed into the NIR sorter line. The NIR sorted materials are stored in bunkers. A baler prepares the material from the bunkers for shipping to plastics refiners. The flowsheet for Site B is shown in Figure 6-4.

The NIR processors target, in order; HDPE, clear PET, coloured PET, PP, and
HDPE. The final NIR process is reprogrammed seasonally to take advantage of the changing material composition of the input fraction. Plastic containers collected during the summer are expected to have a higher frequency of PET; NIR machine 7 can be programmed to target PET during those periods.

The plant processes approximately 8-10 tonnes per hour. The pre-NIR separations remove only a small fraction of the input materials leaving the NIR separation line to process roughly 8-10 tonnes per hour as well.

Very little handpicking is used at Site B. Handpicking is typically used in plastics recycling facilities, but there is only used to clean the clear PET fraction prior to baling. Approximately 0.18%, a very small fraction of the clear PET stream, is removed at this stage. The lack of handsorting is due to the high quality of the feedstock and the tuning of the site’s NIR sorting machines. The plastics stream received by the facility exceeds the purity requirements of the fraction. The facility operators have tuned the NIR sorting equipment to their expected feedstock, reducing the need for handpicking.
Figure 6.4: Site B process flowsheet (from [54]).
6.2.2 Modeling Current Facility

The multi-material material separation system modeling techniques as described in Chapter 4 can be applied to Site B. These techniques are used here to capture the same performance as measured by Axion Consulting in their experimental trials. By modeling the observed system, we can infer aspects of performance that were not measured as part of the trials, providing a more complete picture of the separation system.

The multi-material material separation system modeling techniques from Chapter 4 require several inputs to calculate the material performance of the system, including the composition of the material input stream, the configuration of the separation system, and the separation performance of the individual processes.

Material Inputs

Site B processes a mixture of plastic containers. The specific fraction that they receive at the facility is DSD Fraction No. 320, a mixed plastic bottle fraction as specified by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Kreislaufwirtschaft und Rohstoffe mbH [38]. The specification, as given in Table 6.3, gives minimum and maximum levels of stream components by weight.

The DSD Fraction No. 320 specification as given in Table 6.3 does not specify the mixture of plastics species that will be included in the input stream. The exact composition varies based on the original collection source, preprocessing technique, and other factors. The material received by Site B is very low in impurities. The site does not frequently conduct input compositional analysis. Figure 6-5 shows the composition considered typical at Site B, based on a compositional analysis from the winter of 2009.

The compositional analysis shows a high HDPE content, over 50%, which is expected for winter composition. The next largest constituent is clear PET, at roughly 30%, followed by polypropylene (PP) and coloured PET. Residue (including other plastics) are expected to make up about 3% of the mixture.
Table 6.3: Composition requirements for DSD Fraction No. 320 [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Requirement (by mass)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed plastic bottles</td>
<td>&gt;94%</td>
<td>Used, completely emptied, rigid, system-compatible packaging made of plastic, volume ≤ 5 litres, e.g. detergent and household cleaner bottles, incl. packaging parts such as caps, labels etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total impurities</td>
<td>&lt;6%</td>
<td>Examples of impurities include glass, paper, cardboard, composite paper materials, aluminized plastics, rubber, stones, wood, textiles, diapers, and compostable waste such as food and garde waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal items</td>
<td>&lt;0.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other plastic articles</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other residual materials</td>
<td>&lt;3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-5: Typical DSD Fraction No. 320 plastics composition at Site B (from [54]).
System Configuration

The separation system flowsheet shown in Figure 6-4 includes several upstream processes that are not part of the central NIR plastics separation line. The shredder, overband magnetic separator, and windsifter all work to prepare the plastics for the NIR separation line, reducing the particle size and removing the relatively small portion of the input stream that is not plastic bottles and containers. The plastics line can be modeled as a stand-alone system, fed by the pre-processing line. Modeling this system separately results in the configuration shown in Figure 6-6. The NIR processes that run in parallel, NIR machines 1 and 3, and NIR machines 2 and 4, can be combined into a single separation stage, as their performance is intended to be identical, and measurements for the two processes are combined.

![Diagram of Site B plastics separation system configuration.](image)

Figure 6-6: Site B plastics separation system configuration.

The two HDPE bunkers are combined in this configuration, as the two bunkers are mixed together for baling. The simplified flowsheet includes five separation stages and five system material outputs.

Process Performance

Individual process performance was measured by Axion Consulting during experimental trials. They chose to measure the system performance in terms of target and non-target separation, giving a target separation efficiency for the plastic species.
targeted by each NIR separator. The non-target separation efficiency combines the performance for all the other plastics and residue in the material streams. The separation efficiencies are measured using samples from the two material output streams of each process. These measured separation efficiencies are given in Table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input NIR machine</th>
<th>Target Material</th>
<th>Target Efficiency ((r))</th>
<th>Non-Target Efficiency ((q))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIR 1 and 3</td>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR 2 and 4</td>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR 5</td>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR 6</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR 7</td>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The separation efficiencies given in Table 6.4 are binary separation efficiencies, giving a target and non-target separation efficiency. However, a multi-material separation system analysis requires a material separation matrix for each process, which has individual separation efficiencies for each material, as described in Section 4.1.2. Without specific information about the material performance for each material in each process, assumptions must be made to convert binary separation efficiencies to a material separation matrix. In all cases, the performance of the target material is fully defined, but the performance of non-target materials are lumped together. Without further information on the performance of the processes or more detailed measurements of each of the output streams, the simplest assumption to make is that the non-target separation efficiency applies equally to each material, and thus the secondary separation efficiency for each non-target material is simply equal to the overall non-target separation efficiency. The exception to this case is in the performance of NIR machine 5, which targets coloured PET plastic. The target separation efficiency given in Table 6.4 is a combined efficiency for both color categories of PET, while the non-target separation efficiency combines HDPE, PP, and residue performance. Using additional information about the performance of NIR machine 5, we can estimate the individual separation efficiencies for the clear and the coloured PET. The
primary separation efficiency for the coloured PET alone is given as 69%, while the clear PET is described as having an even split between the primary and secondary output streams. The resulting material separation matrix is included in Table 6.5, along with the estimated material separation matrices for the other NIR separation processes.

Table 6.5: NIR process multi-material separation efficiencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIR 1 and 3</th>
<th>NIR 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIR 2 and 4</th>
<th>NIR 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIR 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Matching Current Performance**

The input material composition, system configuration, and multi-material separation efficiencies described in the preceding sections can be used to model the performance of the experimental trials. Axion’s report gives the output material performance of the system when processing a single campaign of approximately 36 tonnes of input mixture. The percentage of system mass flow rate into each of the system outputs is given. The yield and purity (recovery and grade) are given for each individual plastic species collected from the output material streams of the separation system,
including HDPE, clear and colored PET, and PP. The HDPE fraction in this case is the combined outputs of NIRs 1, 3, and 7. Table 6.6 presents the mass accounting for the system outputs, while Table 6.7 gives the plastic species’ purities and yields.

Table 6.6: Site B output fractions from Axion trials (adapted from [54]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Tonnes</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input feed</td>
<td>36.20</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output fractions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDPE (1)</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDPE (2)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grade plastic (Residue)</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights and films</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handpicked</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total outputs</td>
<td>36.13</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Site B performance trial product purities and yields [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Purity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>33% with respect to coloured PET 95% with respect to total PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying the configuration, separation efficiencies, and input material composition given in the preceding sections yields the material performance given in Table 6.8. The multi-material separation system model calculates the mass flow rate of each material at each separation stage and system material output. These flow rates are used to determine the yield (or recovery) of each material into its desired output stream, the purity of the material in that output stream, and the fraction of the total input mass that is captured in each output stream. In Table 6.8, each of these
modeled values is compared to the experimentally measured values. For the coloured PET stream, the yield is calculated for the coloured PET alone, while the purity is based on the combination of clear and coloured PET. Yield and purity are not given for the residue stream because the desired content of this residue plastics stream is not specified.

Table 6.8: Site B performance trial product purities and yields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Measured Yield</th>
<th>Model Yield</th>
<th>Measured Purity</th>
<th>Model Purity</th>
<th>Measured Mass</th>
<th>Model Mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
<td>50.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the modeled yields are relatively close, particularly in the system outputs from earlier stages, the purities and mass fractions are more divergent. Of the components used in modeling this system, the configuration is known, and the separation performance is measured, but the material input breakdown is guessed based on previous measurement. In an industry where the contents of a post-consumer collected stream can vary in each truckload, the typical plastics breakdown shown in Figure 6-5 may not provide an accurate picture of a given processing campaign.

While the material separation matrix and output material data do not provide a complete picture of the system’s performance, they can be used to estimate a more probable input material composition. MATLAB’s *lsqnonlin* non-linear function least squares optimization was used to find an original input material composition. In this problem, the input material concentration is taken as the input to be optimized. The function to be minimized here is then the difference between output material breakdown as calculated by the multi-material system model developed for Site B using a given input mixture, and the actual output material masses as measured by Axion and given in Table 6.6. This solution of this optimization problem suggests an original material composition with a lower HDPE content, and a higher PET and
residue content, as shown in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Input material concentration, as assumed by plant operators and as estimated from measured performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>“Typical” Composition</th>
<th>Estimated Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>50.80%</td>
<td>31.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>29.06%</td>
<td>41.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>7.05%</td>
<td>6.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>10.30%</td>
<td>9.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>2.79%</td>
<td>10.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated composition given in Table 6.9 creates a much closer match in final performance than the typical concentration profiled by Site B operators in Figure 6-5, as shown in Table 6.10. While the construction of the multi-material separation matrices leaves some room for error, the estimated composition may more accurately represent the incoming material composition. Additionally, the output mass stream fractions measured in this trial are not atypical. Figure 6-7 shows the output stream mass fractions for different trial dates. The samples taken on these dates have a similar output division to that measured by Axion during their trials. This implies that the “typical” input fraction may no longer represent the DSD Fraction No. 320 material being supplied to Site B.

Table 6.10: Site B performance trial product purities and yields modeled with new input composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Measured Yield</th>
<th>New Model Yield</th>
<th>Measured Purity</th>
<th>New Model Purity</th>
<th>Measured Mass</th>
<th>New Model Mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, multi-material separation system modeling provides an insight into the unknown parameters of the system, suggesting a incoming material composition that yields more realistic results than the default assumed material composition.
6.2.3 Investigation of Configuration Options

Site B is constructed with a fixed configuration, but the target material and performance thresholds for the NIR processes that make up the plastics processing line can be reprogrammed. In fact, the facility typically reprograms NIR machine 7, the final stage used to capture a small amount of additional material. In the case of the configuration shown in Figure 6-4, NIR 7 is used to capture HDPE, but the facility operators switch to capturing PET plastic during periods that they expect high PET content in the stream, such as the summer months, resulting in the system configuration shown in Figure 6-8. In this case study, the economic impact of the decision to target HDPE or PET with this last NIR sorter is investigated.

Economic Comparison Metric

To calculate the economic impact of the target material decision, an economic metric must be constructed. In this case, the operating costs incurred by the separation system will vary negligibly based on the target material choice. NIR 7 will be processing the same amount of material, the storage hopper already exist for its output, and the total amount of material collected at NIR 7 is minor compared to upstream stages in the system. The focus of this economic metric is instead the revenues gen-
Figure 6-8: Alternative Site B plastics separation system configuration, targeting PET plastic.

erated by targeting the different materials. The revenues generated by this stage are based in the two plastic outputs of this stage, the target material stream and the residue stream. The per-tonne value of the streams and the quantity of the output stream determine the value of each stream. The quantity of the output stream will be calculated using the multi-material separation system modeling technique, while the per-tonne value of the streams is taken as a fixed value, provided by Axion. The material values are given as, for mixed HDPE, £160 per tonne, and for clear PET, £230 per tonne. These values assume that the material from either stream achieves an acceptable purity for sale, and that the value of the stream is not adjusted for purity. The value of the residue plastic is given as £30 per tonne. The total value of the output from NIR machine 7 per tonne of material input to the overall system is shown in Equation 6.1.

\[
\text{Value} = \begin{cases} 
£230m_{\text{Total},p}^{\text{NIR7}} + £30m_{\text{Total},s}^{\text{NIR7}} & \text{for clear PET-targeting NIR 7} \\
£160m_{\text{Total},p}^{\text{NIR7}} + £30m_{\text{Total},s}^{\text{NIR7}} & \text{for HDPE-targeting NIR 7}
\end{cases}
\]

(6.1)

Where \(m_{\text{Total},p}^{\text{NIR7}}\) is the total mass flow to the primary output of NIR machine 7 per tonne of input and \(m_{\text{Total},s}^{\text{NIR7}}\) is the total mass flow to the secondary output of NIR
machine 7 per tonne of input. These quantities of output material must be computed using the multi-material separation system model.

**NIR Machine 7 Performance**

As stated previously, the multi-material separation system model requires input material composition, the system configuration, and the multi-material separation matrix for each process in that configuration to calculate the mass flow rates in the system. Two possible system configurations have been presented, one with NIR machine 7 targeting HDPE, and one with NIR machine 7 targeting clear PET, and the variation in input material content is one of the factors under investigation, with several prospective cases in consideration. While the performance of NIR machines 1 through 6 is defined, the multi-material separation matrix of NIR machine 7 is only given in the case of HDPE targeting for that stage, shown in 6.5. The HDPE separation efficiency into the primary output stream of NIR machine 7 while targeting HDPE is much lower than the performance of the other processes targeting HDPE, NIR machines 1 and 3. This lowered performance is in some part a choice of the system operators. As this stream is mixed with the upstream fraction, there is an emphasis in retaining a high purity in this stream. Assuming the same purity requirement is imposed on NIR machine 7, the material separation matrix of NIR machine 7 targeting clear PET may be similar. Table 6.11 gives a possible material separation matrix for a clear PET-targeting NIR 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIR 7 (PET)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured PET</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identifying Profitable Configuration Options for Varying Input Composition

The option to reprogram NIR machine 7 to target HDPE or clear PET creates a choice for the operators at Site B. Since the overall goal of the system is to maximize the profit from recycling, the programming choice should be determined by the economic metric. The choice of target material for NIR machine 7 primarily effects the value of the output materials of that stage. The value of those output materials based on the selection of target material are given in Equation 6.1. The multi-material separation system model will be used to calculate the mass flow rates for the system under each set of targeted material and input composition, and the values calculated can be compared.

First, consider the material input composition estimated as a realistic composition, as given in Table 6.9. This largest individual component of this stream is clear PET plastic, at just over 40%. The economic impact of choosing between the configurations can be found by applying the multi-material separation model with this composition, the two configurations given in Figures 6-9a and 6-9b, and the material separation matrices given in Tables 6.5 and 6.11. Using Equation 6.1 to compare the values of the output materials of the two configurations, we find that

\[
\text{Value}_{\text{PET}} - \text{Value}_{\text{HDPE}} = £5.42/\text{tonne input} \quad (6.2)
\]

That is, when operating on input material with the estimated composition, choosing
to target PET with NIR machine 7 instead of HDPE results in an additional profit per tonne of system input material of roughly £5.50. With the facility’s annual throughput at about 30,000 tonnes, the resulting economic impact of targeting PET in this case could mean an additional £160,000 per year of profits.

Next, consider the input composition given by the operators of Site B as a typical input composition, shown in Figure 6-5. This composition has a much higher fraction of HDPE than the estimated fraction. Again calculating using the multi-material separation system model and Equation 6.1, we find that in this case

\[
\text{Value}_{PET} - \text{Value}_{HDPE} = £2.48/\text{tonne input}
\]  

(6.3)

That is, when operating on input material with the “typical” composition, choosing to target PET with NIR machine 7 instead of HDPE results in an additional profit per input material tonne of roughly £2.50, potentially amounting to £70,000 per year of profits.

In both of these cases, it seems that choosing to target clear PET plastic with the final separation stage is the most profitable option. There are several factors that contribute to the profitability of targeting clear PET. First is that the value of clear PET is higher than that of HDPE on a per tonne basis. Another important factor is the relatively high efficiency of NIR machines 1 and 3 in targeting HDPE. While NIR machines 2 and 4 and machine 5 all target clear PET, their separation efficiencies for that material are not particularly effective. Based on the material separation matrices given in Table 6.5, just under 10% of incoming HDPE is expected to reach NIR machine 7, while slightly over 20% of incoming clear PET reaches that stage.

While this analysis suggests that under most typical operating conditions, targeting clear PET with NIR machine 7 would result in greater profit, there are several considerations that may affect that decision. First, if the material separation matrix for NIR machine 7 processing clear PET overestimates the ability of that process to capture clear PET and reject other plastics, the amount of captured material may decline and the overall purity of the clear PET stream may degrade past the point
where it is salable at the full £230 per tonne price. In this case, it may be that the target output stream of NIR machine 7 is more suitable for combination with the jazz PET output materials. If NIR machine 7 targets both clear and jazz PET with the intent of including that product with the jazz PET material stream, the value of that output drops to £100, lowering the profits associated with that stream. In this case it may be more profitable to target HDPE. Another possible complication with targeting clear PET is that the clear PET output stream is subjected to some hand-picking to achieve the needed color purity. The facility may not be configured in such a way that this second stream could be filtered through hand picking, or the stream may contain too many contaminants for hand picking to be effective.
6.3 Energy From Waste

Energy from waste, the process by which wastes, including municipal solid waste and some industrial wastes, are combusted as a fuel for electricity and heat production, is one of many disposal options for waste. In light of increasing fuel costs and landfill disposal costs and improving environmental performance of these facilities, energy from waste is evolving into an important option for waste disposal [113, 157, 114]. Plastics have often been considered an important component in waste-as-fuel due to their high fuel value [40]. On the other hand, in part because of this high energy content, the prices for recycled plastics and the energy flows associated with recapturing this material make capture and recycling of waste plastics also an attractive option [47].

This case study discusses a energy from waste (EfW) facility that is considering installing a plastics reclamation line to capture selected plastics from its waste stream for sale to plastics recyclers. While saving materials and energy may be an added benefit of capturing these materials, the primary motivation is increasing facility profits through the sale of the materials along with the opportunity to process more waste. This case study will address the construction and evaluation of both the material performance and the economic performance of possible systems, as well as provide guidance to the final selection of an appropriate plastics separation system.

6.3.1 Facility Description

The energy from waste facility considered in this study processes municipal solid waste, containing a variety of post-consumer waste. Currently, the material is processed before combustion, using shredders, over-band magnetic separators, a light/heavy separator, an eddy current separator, and more, with the intent of removing all valuable metals, including ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and creating smaller particle sizes for combustion.
Basic Facility Layout

The EfW facility processes the materials, collects the metals, and produces a fuel value-enriched stream, with concentrated levels of plastics and other combustible materials. Currently, the enriched stream is directed to the EfW combustion process. Additional municipal solid waste can be directed to EfW process as needed to supplement the processed waste. This general scheme is shown in Figure 6-10a.

![Diagram of basic facility layout](image)

(a) Base configuration of the energy from waste facility.

![Diagram with plastics separation](image)

(b) Configuration of the energy from waste facility with plastics separation.

Figure 6-10: Configurations of the energy from waste facility, with and without plastics separation.

Waste to Energy Considerations

While the primary focus of this case study is whether diverting plastics from the EfW combustion input stream is economically favorable, the energy from waste process is also an important aspect of this problem. The EfW facility requires that the
average energy value of the material flow stream fall in an appropriate range for power generation. In addition, as a power plant, the EfW has an energy production quota. In its basic configuration, the enriched material stream from the pre-treatment processes has enough total energy value to meet the quota, but with additional material capture, municipal solid waste may be used to make up an energy production deficit.

**Introducing Recycling**

The facility operators for the EfW facility are considering the introduction of additional material separation, with the intent of capturing plastics. This plastics separation line would operate on the plastics-enriched pre-processed stream, which is currently sent directly to the energy from waste process. The plastics processing line will treat some of the output of the pre-treatment process, capturing some plastics but returning much of the stream to the energy from waste process, as shown in Figure 6-10b. Near infrared (NIR) sorting equipment and optical colour sorters can be used to target different types of plastic for capture from the stream. Many target materials and sorter configurations are possible.

**6.3.2 Modeling Material Performance**

The core of the multi-material separation system modeling technique presented in Chapter 4 is the analysis of material performance. While economics are driving the intent to develop a plastics separating line, the economic and energy performance of the system can be evaluated through the material performance of the system. Evaluating the material performance of the system using the above-mentioned techniques requires the input material composition, the configuration of the separation system, and the separation performance of each of the processes. In this case, configurations are the focus of this case study, and will be discussed in greater depth later. Here, the pre-processed material input stream composition is discussed along with the potential processes for use in the configurations and their performance.
Pre-processed Material Stream Composition

The EfW facility processes municipal solid waste, consisting primarily of household, post-consumer waste. The pre-treatment processing first sorts particles by size, then removes entangling films and papers before capturing metals for sale. The breakdown of materials in the waste stream before and after pre-treatment is shown in Table 6.12. As shown, the original stream contains roughly 7.5% plastics. In the pre-processed stream, capturable non-film plastics make up about 19% of the treatable stream, with 50% of those plastics being PS/PP. The relatively low fraction of PET and HDPE plastics is due to recycling collection of those materials before the municipal solid waste is sent to the EfW facility. The other major components of the stream are organics and fines, other combustibles and glass. Paper and light films, along with metals, are reduced in proportion to the original stream.

Table 6.12: EfW material stream composition, before and after pre-processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Incoming</th>
<th>Pre-processed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigid</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Individual Process Performance

A wide variety of processes can be used to capture plastics, but some of the most effective at capturing plastics from mixed waste are sensor-based processes. In this case study, processes that use near infrared (NIR) and visible range spectroscopy to identify target plastics then eject those target particles with pneumatic jets. Several programming options are possible for the NIR separators, including targeting all non-film plastics, natural or mixed HDPE, natural or mixed PET, PP and jazz HDPE, and PP alone. The optical sorter simply sorts by color and is unable to distinguish between plastic species. These optical color sorters target natural HDPE and clear PET but will collect other natural-colored plastics if they are present in the process’s input stream. The material separation matrices for these processes are given in Appendix A.

Limitations on Performance Data

The performance data given in Appendix A, Tables A.1a-d, provide a best estimate of the performance of these sorting processes in their application as part of a plastics processing line. However, many factors can potentially alter the performance of these processes. The condition of materials entering the facility, the placement of the process in the separation configuration, and operational settings may all affect the separator performance for the listed separators.

6.3.3 Evaluating Economic Performance Based on Material Performance

The implementation of the plastics separation line is dependent on profitability, and thus, economic metrics must be defined that can evaluate that profitability. Using the performance data and the multi-material separation system modeling technique, the material flow profile of any physically realistic system can be determined. In this profile, the flow rate of each material at each system process and output are defined. Economic performance can be based on this material flow profile. In this case, we
consider several costs and values, including capital costs of separators and support equipment, the operating costs of this equipment including energy and operator costs, the value of output material systems, the value of energy generated by the system, and the additional tipping fees for processing more waste. Each of these components will be addressed briefly.

Valuing Outputs

The energy from waste system has two valuable outputs, recyclable metals and energy. The addition of the plastics line adds the option of capturing plastics for recycling, but can also affect the energy production of the facility. The techniques for calculating the revenue generated by the plastic streams and energy production and added gate fees are described here. Other sources of revenue not considered here include tax subsides for operating a recycling facility and bounties on certain types of packaging.

Material Values A plastics separation line is being considered for the energy from waste facility primarily because of the economic possibilities of capturing plastics. Identifying the value of these streams is an important part of creating an economic performance metric for the system. Previously, in Section 5.2.2, several options for valuing plastics streams were discussed. The plastics streams in this case have the potential to be diluted by the variety of other materials in the stream, so a fixed price model may be inadequate. The price-purity relationship described in Equation 5.1, repeated below, is used here.

\[
p = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } c \leq 0.5 \\ 
p_{\text{pure}}(2c - 1) & \text{for } c > 0.5
\end{cases}
\]

Where again, \( p \) is the sale price per tonne, \( p_{\text{pure}} \) is the high purity secondary material price per tonne, and \( c \) is the concentration of the desired plastic within the stream. The secondary pure prices for different plastic mixtures are given in Table 6.13.
Table 6.13: Peak sale values for pure, recycled plastics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plastics</th>
<th>£/tonne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nat HDPE bales</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE bales</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET bales</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP bales</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP &amp; Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Plastics bales</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Producing Energy**  
The EfW facility processes the output stream using a combustion process to meet a target quota of roughly 125,000 megawatt hours per year. Energy generated by the energy-to-waste system is valued at £70 per MWh. The total energy output of the system is calculated from the energy-from-waste output stream using the energy values presented in Table 6.14, and the conversion efficiencies of the system. The combined system efficiency, including thermal and electric efficiencies, is roughly 25%. Any deficit in the energy production quota is fulfilled by accepting additional municipal solid waste into the energy-from-waste process. The additional input waste is valued at roughly £95 per tonne. In the case that the process generates extra energy above the plant’s production quota is considered superfluous and is not valued. (A value of £0 per MWh is assigned to the extra energy production.) A check is used to assure that the overall stream heating value is within the acceptable region for operation.

**Evaluating Costs**

The profitability of a given plastics separation system is not only a function of its revenues, but also of its costs. In this case, the costs associated with the system are the fixed and operating costs of the equipment required for the plastics separation line. While the revenues generated by the energy from waste system are directly calculated from the mass flow of the materials through the system, the equipment-related costs can be more indirectly related to mass flow. The costs considered are the capital and installation costs for the equipment, operator costs, and the energy
Table 6.14: Energy content for EfW materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Energy Value (MJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigids</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

use costs for the facility. Other possible costs not addressed here are maintenance costs, equipment replacement costs, financing costs, taxes, and more.

**Capital Equipment and Installation Costs**  The capital and installation costs center on the separation equipment used in the plastics separation line. The specified system configurations yield a list of separation processes used in the stages of the line. Modeling techniques used describe the flow of materials through idealized components, while the real systems constructed using available separation equipment that may not have the exact capacity to handle a stream of a given size. An important factor in assigning costs is then the capacity of the individual pieces of equipment. Larger streams in the model may require multiple pieces of equipment to process, while smaller streams may run equipment under capacity. For this analysis, each piece of separation equipment, whether a NIR process or an optical colour sorter, will be priced at roughly £300,000 and the capacity of each piece of equipment will be 10 tonnes per hour. The use factor of the equipment will be assigned at 70%, that is, it is assumed that, due to equipment failure, plant coordination issues, and other
concerns, the average fraction of installed capacity that will be utilized is 70%.

The separation equipment requires additional supporting equipment to function, including conveyer belt systems. This supporting equipment is included in the installation cost and is modeled simply as a fixed portion of the capital cost.

The plastics streams require additional processing equipment outside of the separation line. Each output collected material requires one storage buffer or hopper to collect the streaming material for later packaging. A single baler can be used to prepare the plastics for sale and shipping. Storage buffer cost is roughly £30,000 per stream, while the baler cost is fixed at about £300,000. The installation and support equipment addressed similarly to that of the separation equipment.

**Operator Costs** While the NIR and optical colour separators largely function autonomously, operators are suggested to supervise the equipment. The number of operators per shift required for a given plastics separating line is based on a combination of units in the line and their capacity. The annual operator costs including all overhead costs is roughly £80,000 per unit per year.

**Energy Consumption** The energy consumption of an individual separation process is very dependent on the physical details of that process. In the case of NIR and optical colour sorters, material feeding and conveyance, the spectrographic scanning, image processing and control computer, and material ejection jets all contribute to the energy use in the process. While some of these energy uses are fixed per unit time, others are variable based on mass throughput. Because the electricity usage for these particular processes are supplied on a per tonne basis, the costs will be scaled directly with stream mass. These costs are roughly £1 per tonne processed for both NIR and optical sorters. The energy use in the hoppers and baler are also given as functions of mass throughput. Energy costs are about £1.50 and £4 per tonne, respectively.
6.3.4 Economic Metric: Payback Period

The overall goal of modeling the plastics separation system is to investigate which of many possible configurations of separators can result in profitable material recovery. The total additional capital cost is balanced against the total additional operational profit to find a rough measure of system payback, expressed in years to investment cost payback, as given in Equation 6.4.

\[
\text{Payback} = \frac{C_{\text{capital}} + C_{\text{install}}}{R_{\text{plastics}} + R_{\text{elec,add'}} - L_{\text{operator}} - L_{\text{en,use}}}
\]  

(6.4)

Where Payback is calculated in years, with \( C_{\text{capital}} \) and \( C_{\text{install}} \) as the capital costs and installation costs of the equipment required for the plastics separation line, \( R_{\text{plastics}} \) is the annual revenues generated by the sale of plastics streams, \( R_{\text{elec,add'}} \) is the annual revenue increase from the sale of electricity produced by the plant including additional municipal solid waste tipping fees, \( L_{\text{operator}} \) is the annual cost of operator staffing, and \( L_{\text{en,use}} \) is the annual cost of energy diverted for use in the facility. In general, the calculated payback period would probably be shorter than the real payback period due to the lack of financing impacts, choices in uplift costs, taxes, and models of equipment utilization. This measure of payback is used to compare possible system configurations. Systems whose costs exceed their revenues are regarded as unprofitable in this evaluation, and the payback period is considered undefined.

6.3.5 Selecting Configurations with Plastics Recovery Economics

Selecting an appropriate plastics separation line to construct as part of the energy from waste facility is challenging because of the large number of potential output products and the multiple configurations that could be used to target each set of products. With as few as two separation stages, the options for process selection, system configuration, and output material grading allows for thousands of plastics
Manually investigating the performance of these configurations with common techniques such as the flowsheets discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 4.1.1 is prohibitive. Combining the multi-material separation system modeling technique presented in Chapter 4, which allows for simple algorithmic evaluation of system material performance, with iterative enumeration techniques may uncover system configurations that may not have been considered under the manual system configuration generation.

This case study uses multi-material separation system modeling to analyze the material performance of possible configurations. The programmatic solution technique can be paired with automatic configuration generation algorithms to exhaustively explore the possible configurations within any given configuration space defined by restrictions on the number of stages, their types, or the connections allowed between stages. The economic metric of payback period, described in Section 6.3.4, is used to compare the performance of the different separation system configurations.

**Best Options at Given Plant Complexity**

While the goal of the plastics line is an economic one, there are many ways to approach this goal. Exploring the relative economic performance of separation systems with similar configurations provides insight into the factors that effect economic performance. Comparing separation systems with the same level of complexity identifies the best economic performance for a given level of capital expenditure.

**Systems of One Stage** The simplest type of possible system configuration is one consisting of a single step. The analysis presented here considers all the possible configurations of a single step, including all the possible process selections and all possible salable material options. The material flow and economic benefits of the system configuration are calculated as described above, and the payback period for each configuration is calculated. The payback of computer-generated system configurations will be compared to a manually selected single step configuration, which uses an HDPE/PET/PP NIR separator to capture a mixed plastics output stream. Figure
6-11 shows the separation systems whose revenues exceed costs, leading to defined payback periods. In these diagrams, processing stages are represented in blue, with primary outputs represented in red, and secondary outputs represented in yellow. Salable outputs are represented in red and the energy for waste stream is represented in yellow.

(a) Payback period: 3.7 years

(b) Payback period: 6.9 years

Figure 6-11: Profitable single separation process configurations and their payback periods.

The shortest payback period is for a system using a polypropylene (PP) and Jazz high-density polyethylene (HDPE) NIR sorter stage, as shown in Figure 6-11a. The payback period for this system is approximately 3.7 years, while the payback period of the system employing a mixed plastic NIR sorter, which targets HDPE, polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and PP, is a longer, 6.9 years as shown in Figure 6-11b. The difference is explained by the difference in output stream quality, due to the generally better rejection rate for non-plastic materials. This higher quality creates a much higher sale price for the recycled materials, enough to compensate for the difference in stream bulk. PP/PS makes up the majority of the plastics output stream from the pre-treatment processing, so while the total stream mass is less than the HDPE, PET, and PP NIR sorter system, it still has a significant volume.

An important consideration for the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorter system is
whether or not the separation performance data given for that sorter is intended for use with dirty incoming flows. It may be that the separation data given for the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorter is intended for use with already-refined mixed plastic streams, which may also be the case for the optical colour sorter. If so, the profitability of the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorter system may drop, increasing the payback period. A decrease of 1% in the rejection success rate of non-desirable materials puts the payback period of the system on par with that of the HDPE, PET, and PP NIR sorter system. In all system configurations, economic concerns can also change the profitability of the system. The system is especially sensitive to changes in sale price of material and operating costs of machinery, such as operator costs or energy prices. The system’s profitability is less sensitive to changes in capital costs.

**Systems of Two Stages** Next we consider systems with two separation stages. Rather than compare all profitable system configurations, the systems with the shortest payback periods under different limitations on the processes used and their configurations are considered. Figure 6-12 show the top performing configurations of two stages under a variety of conditions, along with their payback periods, in years.

Under an open selection process, allowing any choice for both of the two separation processes, the shortest payback period is 3.4 years. This configuration, shown in Figure 6-12a, utilizes two PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorters. These sorters are very effective for separating these plastics from all other waste streams, creating a relatively pure output PP and jazz HDPE stream. This smaller stream has a high per tonne value, and requires less processing energy and support equipment for the plastics storage and recovery stream. The great success of this system is dependent on the high performance of the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorters. PP and Jazz HDPE NIR sorters are more successful here than in the case of the single step configurations because the heightened stream concentration along with the supplemental mixed plastics stream decreases the payback period.

Other system configurations perform with nearly as good a payback period. Figure 6-12b shows the best system where no processes are repeated within the system.
This configuration has a payback period of roughly 3.7 years, with outputs of mixed plastic and PP and Jazz HDPE streams. In this case, the system produces two plastics streams, both with relatively high volume. The PP and Jazz HDPE stream is relatively pure, while the mixed plastics stream is of somewhat low grade. The energy-from-waste process is supplemented with extra municipal solid waste, increasing profitability for that configuration. These systems rely on the greater effectiveness of the PP and HDPE NIR sorter, along with the high representation in the pre-treated stream of the plastics targeted by this sorter. A belief that the high performance of these separators can be maintained at any point of placement within the separation
system is required to recommend these two configurations.

Many hand-selected flowsheets feature an all-plastics HDPE/PET/PP NIR sorter as the first separation stage, ostensibly because all the desirable plastics are targeted by this process. Figure 6-12c shows the best performing configuration that starts with an HDPE/PET/PP NIR sorter. This configuration has a payback period of 4.7 years, not as favorable as the openly configurable systems, but still an acceptable level of performance. The HDPE/PET/PP NIR sorter doesn’t capture target materials or reject target materials as well as the PP and HDPE NIR sorter, which can explain this reduction in performance.

![Diagram of configurations](image)

(a) No repeated processes. Payback period: 4.2 years

(b) All-plastics separator first. Payback period: 4.3 years

Figure 6-13: Configurations of three stages with shortest payback periods under a variety of conditions.

**Systems of Three Stages** The optimal system shown in Figure 6-13a allowing for any process, with no repeated processes, has a payback period of 4.2 years. Again, the ability of the early stage sorters to maintain a high level of performance while processing very mixed material is critical to the profitability of this system configuration. When looking at these configurations for three separation steps, it should
be noted that the two-stage configuration under the same limitations as the configuration depicted in Figure 6-13a outperforms the three-stage configuration, but the three-stage configuration with a forced first separation stage shown in Figure 6-13b outperforms the two-stage separation process under that same configuration. Extra stages may add capital costs and some operating costs without providing a significant gain in output material recovery or values.

Configurations with larger numbers of steps also have the potential to achieve good payback periods. Figure 6-14 shows a high performing system of four stages, with the first stage forced to be an all plastics sorter and no repeated stages. The payback period is slightly longer than that for the three stage system with similar limiting conditions, but still comparable.

![Figure 6-14: Configuration of four stages with shortest payback period with an all-plastics separator first and no repeated stages. Payback period: 4.6 years.](image)

In the case of configurations that produce “clear” or “natural” plastics streams, an option for improving payback period would be adding hand sorting on those plastics to improve purity. While there is very little capital cost associated with setting up a hand sorting station, operator costs can contribute significantly to hourly costs. As clear PET in this case is a very small output stream, it would be possible to hand
sort the material in larger-volume batches rather than as a continuous flow as part of the main separation system. This would reduce operator costs.

**Comparison to Existing Flow Sheets**

The configurations described in Section 6.3.5 include the best performing configurations automatically generated under a variety of conditions on processes and configurations. The systems created have relatively short payback periods of a few years. The forms of these systems might be described as unpredictable; the first separation stage is not often an all-plastics sorter, internally circulating streams occur, the same process may be used in multiple stages, the output material streams do not always correspond with what you might expect from the immediately preceding separation process. This could imply that manually configured separation systems may have longer payback periods than the automatically generated optimal systems. However, in many cases there are many system configurations with very similar economic performance. It may be that manually suggested configurations have similar payback periods to the best automatically generated ones. The relationship in payback period for hand-selected configurations and automatically generated ones is explored in this section.

The simplest system proposed in a manually generated flow sheet is the same configuration as shown in Figure 6-11b, featuring a single HDPE/PET/PP NIR sorter. This system delivers a payback period of about 7 years. The best automatically generated system of a single step, shown in Figure 6-11a, has a payback period half that length. The PP and Jazz HDPE NIR separator used in that configuration delivers more value, as explained earlier. Again, the high volume of PP and HDPE in the stream and its moderate value, combined with the efficient performance of the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR separator, account for the difference in payback period.

A similar case is found for other manually selected systems. Figure 6-15 shows a flowsheet intended to capture “naturals”, high-value uncolored HDPE and PET streams, which provides a supplementary mixed plastics output stream. The payback period for this “naturals” flowsheet is 23.3 years. In a constructed realization of this
Figure 6-15: A manually configured flowsheet focusing on extracting high value “naturals”, including natural HDPE and clear PET.

system, the two optical colour sorting stages would be served by a single optical colour sorter, which would sort the HDPE and PET streams in campaigns. This is taken into account in the cost model used to calculate the payback period for the naturals. To contrast, the best automatically generated flow sheet of a similar size, given in Figure 6-14, even with its restricted conditions, has a significantly shorter payback period of 4.6 years. Unexpected material outputs, such as the PP and Jazz HDPE stream that appears in nearly all of the best performing systems, can capture greater overall value than the expected high-value but low volume streams such as the naturals. Manually selected flow sheets, even those constructed logically, may not represent the best choice for system operation.

Additional Considerations

While the goal of installing a plastics separation line at the energy from waste facility is economic in nature, there are many aspects to the economic evaluation. The preceding analysis primarily centers on the economic metric of payback period, as de-
scribed in Section 6.3.4. Other possible sources of costs and revenues were mentioned briefly, but beyond the details of the calculation of payback, there are other issues surrounding the installation of such a facility. One is the availability of capital. The ability to purchase and install any plastics line is dependent on the outlay of capital that is acceptable to the facility’s operators. In general, our analysis has found that smaller systems have the shortest payback periods, so focusing on a smaller, more affordable plastics line may be a viable strategy. Larger systems, while they may have longer payback periods, may result in overall higher lifetime profit due to a higher cash flow associated with the facility once it is running. Additionally, the analysis presented here does not take any variability or risk into account. Properly weighing these additional aspects of economic performance are necessary to make a comprehensive judgement about the best plastics separation line for the energy from waste facility.

6.3.6 Energy from Waste Summary

The analysis presented in this chapter is a real-world application of the multi-material separation system modeling technique presented in Chapter 4. Using these modeling techniques, many possible plastics separation systems were explored for their economic value. Separation system configurations with payback periods of less than 4 years were uncovered, outperforming the manually selected flowsheets profiled. The plastics streams with the shortest payback periods had some surprising characteristics as mentioned on page 149, including repeated separation stages and unexpected output materials.

Several important concepts arose in the course of this analysis, both with respect to the construction of a plastics separation line, and with respect to the application of the multi-material separation system modeling analysis. In the construction of the line, this analysis has uncovered that manually selected flowsheets may have poorer performance than automatically generated ones, due to the unpredictable usage of separation processes, target materials, and re-entrant material streams. Another finding is that larger plastics separation systems with more refined or higher-value
outputs may not be more economically effective than smaller systems.

In terms of the analysis, one important concept is that the overall predicted performance of a given separation system configuration can be sensitive to the variation of the processes’ separation performance. Accurate performance data is necessary for accurate modeling. Another result is that many configurations have similar economic performance. Determining the best plastics separation line for the facility may require grading systems with similar payback periods on other aspects of performance, including sensitivity to change in performance and input materials, trade-offs between capital intensity and overall size of revenue stream, and more.
6.4 Energy From Waste: Alternate Scenario

The analysis of the energy from waste facility described in Section 6.3 considers a scenario where the input material stream fed into the pre-treatment process is a fixed size. This section considers instead an alternate scenario where the pre-treatment process is scalable to accommodate any amount of extra input material with little difficulty or cost change. The modifications to the system model, along with new system designs under this alternate configuration.

6.4.1 Facility Description

Again, the energy from waste facility considered in this study processes municipal solid waste, containing a variety of post-consumer waste. Currently, the material is processed before combustion, using shredders, over-band magnetic separators, an eddy current separator, and more, with the intent of removing all valuable metals, including ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and creating smaller particle sizes for combustion.

Basic Facility Layout

The EfW facility processes the materials, collects the metals, and produces a fuel value-enriched stream, with concentrated levels of plastics and other combustible materials. Currently, the enriched stream is directed to the EfW combustion process. This general scheme is shown in Figure 6-16a.

All materials entering the energy-from-waste process are outputs of the pre-treatment process. The amount of material processed by the system scaled such that these outputs produce the electricity quota of the plant when combusted in the EfW process.

Again, the facility operators for the EfW facility are considering the introduction of additional material separation, with the intent of capturing plastics, both generating revenue from selling the plastics and reducing the total fuel value entering the EfW process, allowing for additional municipal solid waste to be fed into the system. The plastics separation line would operate on the plastics-enriched pre-processed stream,
which is currently sent directly to the energy from waste process. The plastics processing line will treat some of the output of the pre-treatment process, capturing some plastics but returning much of the stream to the energy from waste process, as shown in Figure 6-16b. Near infrared (NIR) sorting equipment and optical colour sorters can be used to target different types of plastic for capture from the stream. Many target materials and sorter configurations are possible.

6.4.2 Modeling Material Performance

In this scenario, the modeling techniques described in Section 6.3 are used with some alterations that reflect the new strategy of incorporating more municipal solid waste in the pre-treatment processing.
Pre-processed Material Stream Composition

The EfW facility processes municipal solid waste, consisting primarily of household, post-consumer waste. The pre-treatment process includes several separation stages, whose outputs are combined and collected as ferrous and non-ferrous metals and fuel for the energy-from-waste process. Some of the outputs currently directed to the energy-from-waste process can be recombined into plastics-enriched streams. In this case, two additional streams are formed, a plastics-enriched stream, and a light materials stream. Some materials are still sent directly to the EfW process.

The breakdown of materials in the waste stream as it enters the system as municipal solid waste, the fraction that is grouped together to form the plastics-enriched stream, and the fraction gathered as light materials is shown in Table 6.12. As shown, the original stream contains roughly 7.5% plastics. In the plastics-enriched stream, capturable non-film plastics make up about 19% of the treatable stream, with 50% of those plastics being PS/PP. The other major components of the stream are organics and fines, other combustibles and glass. Paper and light films, along with metals, are reduced in proportion to the original stream. The light materials stream is roughly half paper, and roughly a quarter plastic films. The plastics-enriched stream and the films stream have roughly the same mass flow rate.

Individual Process Performance

The same plastics separators considered in the original case study for the energy-from-waste facility, as given in Section 6.3, are again considered for use here. These processes include NIR processes and optical color sorters with performance as described in Appendix A. A new type of NIR sorter is included in this case study: a NIR sorter designed to target plastic films. The performance of this sorter is given in Table A.1e.
Table 6.15: EfW material stream composition, before processing, for plastics-enriched stream, and for light material stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Incoming</th>
<th>Plastics-Enriched</th>
<th>Lights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigids</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.3 Evaluating Economic Performance Based on Material Performance

The implementation of the plastics separation line is dependent on profitability, and thus, economic metrics must be defined that can evaluate that profitability. Again, performance data and the multi-material separation system modeling technique are used to predict the material flows at each system process and output, and economic performance is based on this material flow profile. The economic evaluation has many common components with those described in Section 6.3.3, which will be mentioned briefly here.

Valuing Materials

The energy-from-waste facility produces several outputs, including materials and energy. In this case, material input to the facility is scaled so that the energy production exactly matches the facility’s target energy production, but the quantities of captured
output materials vary. These output materials can include salable plastics streams, captured high-energy-value films intended for landfill, and ferrous and non-ferrous metals.

**Valuing Plastics** In this alternate scenario, plastics values are determined in the same manner as the original case study. Equation 5.1 is again used to determine the value of the materials based on purity, using the peak sale values for recycled plastics as given in Table 6.13.

**Valuing Metals** While the original separation system for the energy-from-waste facility captures ferrous and non-ferrous metals, the increasing total input mass to the system increases the amount of metals produced by the system. The added metals output is valued similarly to the collected plastics. Again, Equation 5.1 is used to calculate the sale price per tonne based on material purity and peak pure price. In the case of metals, the peak pure price for both the ferrous and the non-ferrous stream is £40 per tonne.

**Producing Energy** The EfW facility processes the output stream using a combustion process to meet a target quota of roughly 125,000 megawatt hours per year. Energy generated by the energy-to-waste system is valued at £70 per MWh. The energy output of the system is calculated from the energy-from-waste output stream using the energy values presented in Table 6.14, and the conversion efficiencies of the system. The combined system efficiency, including thermal and electric efficiencies, is roughly 25%. The municipal solid waste input to the system is scaled so that the annual energy production of the facility remains 125,000 MWh per year. The opportunity to increase the volume of waste processed by the EfW facility is an opportunity to gain revenues from tipping fees for that waste. Additional input waste is valued at roughly £95 per tonne. A check is used to assure that the overall stream heating value is within the acceptable region for operation.
Films Costs  With the possible addition of the NIR film sorter, a new potential source of cost must be considered. While the energy value of the materials captured by the NIR film sorter is high, the material is not a salable output and must instead by diverted to landfill at a cost of £95 per tonne. While capturing films incurs a disposal cost, the high fuel value of these materials allows for a larger portion of additional input materials. The gate fees for these materials may offset the landfill cost of the collected films.

Evaluating Operating and Capital Costs

The economic evaluation has many common components with those described in Section 6.3.3, which will be mentioned briefly here. The costs considered are the capital and installation costs for the equipment, operator costs, and the energy use costs for the facility. Other possible costs not addressed here are maintenance costs, equipment replacement costs, financing costs, taxes, and more.

Capital Equipment and Installation Costs  The capital and installation costs center on the separation equipment used in the plastics separation line. Again, each piece of separation equipment, whether a NIR process (including film NIR processes) or an optical colour sorter, will be priced at roughly £300,000 and the capacity of each piece of equipment will be 10 tonnes per hour. The same use factor of 70% applied in the original analysis will be used here. Supporting equipment is again modeled as a fixed portion of the capital cost. Buffers and bailers are addressed similarly to the separation equipment.

Operator Costs  Again, the annual operator costs including all overhead costs is roughly £80,000 per unit per year.

Energy Consumption  Again, energy costs will be scaled directly with stream mass. These costs are roughly £1 per tonne processed for both NIR and optical sorters. The energy use in the hoppers and baler are also given as functions of mass throughput. Energy costs are about £1.50 and £4 per tonne, respectively.
6.4.4 Economic Metric: Payback Period

The same economic metric of payback discussed in Section 6.3.4 will be used in this alternate scenario. This measure is constructed by balancing the total additional capital against the total additional operational profit to find a rough measure of system payback, expressed in years to investment cost payback, as given in Equation 6.4.

6.4.5 Selecting Configurations with Plastics Recovery Economics

The goal of this case study is to identify systems with short payback periods under the conditions listed in the preceding sections. Multi-material separation system modeling is used to analyze the material performance of possible configurations. Again, automatic configuration generation algorithms are used to exhaustively explore the possible configurations within any given configuration space defined by restrictions on the number of stages, their types, or the connections allowed between stages. The economic metric of payback period is used to compare the performance of the different separation system configurations.

Several factors differ between the original energy-from-waste case and this alternate scenario, that will be reflected in the resulting effective separation systems. The ability to incorporate additional input waste for added revenue greatly affects which of the system configurations are the most economically effective. Typically, system configurations calculated to have the shorted payback period in this scenario are different than those that are found for the original study in Section 6.3.5. It should be noted that the payback periods between these two case studies should not be compared due to the different methods used to calculate them.

The system of a single stage with the shortest payback period is shown in Figure 6-17. This system uses a single NIR separator targeting mixed plastics. This system has a payback period of approximately 0.52 years.

This system is economically favorably because the diversion of the mixed plastics
Figure 6-17: Alternate scenario system of a single stage with the shortest payback period. Payback period 0.52 years.

alone allows the system to process roughly 13% more material than in the base case with no plastics separation. This increased waste throughput accounts for over 2 million additional pounds of tipping fees at the facility per year, while the annual revenue from plastics sales is roughly £600,000. In the particular case of systems with one separation stage and in general in this scenario, the most economically favorable system configurations are typically those that capture a large volume of materials for recycling or external disposal, allowing for increasing gate fees for municipal solid waste.

Figure 6-18 shows the system of two separation stages with the shortest payback period, roughly 0.50 years. This system captures mixed plastics for sale and plastic films for disposal, allowing for an increase in input materials of over 48%. The increase in gate fees, roughly an additional eight million pounds per year, collected through this additional input waste accounts for the success of this system. The film collection components of the system and the mixed plastics components of the system largely run in parallel, doubling the capital costs over the most effective system of a single step shown in Figure 6-17. While the increase in input MSW volume and the corresponding revenue from that waste is greater than triple that of the best one stage system, the disposal of the captured films incurs a high cost, countering the increasing revenue and creating a configuration with roughly the same payback period.

Figure 6-19 shows the system of three separation stages with the shortest payback period, roughly 0.55 years. The increase in input municipal solid waste for this system is 48%, the same as in the case of the best two stage system, leading to the two system
configurations having the same increased revenue from gate fees for MSW. While the revenues from the plastics are increased by segregating the captured plastics into PP and Jazz HDPE and mixed plastics, the added income does not compensate for the added capital costs of installing the PP and Jazz HDPE NIR separator and its supporting equipment.

System configurations with added separation stages trend toward having higher payback periods, for the reasons touched on for separation systems of three stages. The revenue increase from capturing refined plastics streams does not compensate for the added capital cost of the equipment needed to refine the plastics. The ability to remove plastics from the energy-from-waste stream is central to the economic
performance of the system, rather than the ability to refine plastics. On the other hand, additional plastics removal from the heavy plastics stream beyond that achieved by a single mixed plastics NIR separator is less economically effective than a system using a single stage. Figure 6-20 shows the separation system configuration using a second stage to capture additional plastics from the plastics-enriched stream.

![Figure 6-20: Alternate scenario system of three stages using two mixed plastics capture stages. Payback period 0.71 years.](image)

The payback period of this system is 0.71 years. The second mixed plastics separation stage processes the secondary output stream of the first mixed plastics separation stage. This output contains far fewer plastics, as this first stage captures roughly 80% of the desirable plastics from the plastics-enriched stream. While this stream contains only 20% of those desirable plastics, the total mass of material is over 80% of the original plastics-enriched stream. This high volume of material leads to high processing and capital equipment costs, but the relatively low concentration of desirable plastics leads to this second stage having a relatively small output stream of plastics. Effectively, the low concentration of plastics in the input of the second mixed plastics separation stage leads to the reduced effectiveness of this system configuration.
Comparison to Existing Flow Sheets

The configurations described in Section 6.4.5 include the best performing configurations automatically generated under a variety of conditions on processes and configurations for this alternate scenario. The systems created have relatively short payback periods of less than a year. As mentioned in Section 6.4.5, the most favorable system of a small size includes both a film separator and a mixed plastics separator, capturing enough plastics to increase the amount of material processed by the system by roughly 50%. Systems including additional stages intended to purify plastics had more capital costs that were not balanced out by the increased plastics revenue.

User-selected systems include some of the more favorable selections suggested by the above analysis, as well as some less favorable system configurations. The simplest system proposed in a manually generated flow sheet is the same configuration as shown in Figure 6-17, featuring a single HDPE/PET/PP NIR sorter, which is the system of a single step with the shortest payback period. The best performing configuration found in this alternate scenario, shown in Figure 6-18, is also identified in a user-selected flow sheet.

Other user-selected flow sheets did not fare as well, particularly those with many plastics purifying stages. For example, Figure 6-15 shows a flowsheet intended to capture “naturals”, high-value uncolored HDPE and PET streams, which provides a supplementary mixed plastics output stream. The payback period for this “naturals” flowsheet is 0.86 years. User-selected configurations include systems with even more purifying stages, such as the system shown in Figure 6-21.

This system, which produces all individual plastics sorts, has a payback period of over a year. The additional capital cost to sort the mixed plastics into the whole range of species and colors is not justified by the additional revenues. The cascading collection from the high volume secondary output process streams greatly increases the capital costs to well over four million pounds. Additionally, many of the collected plastics species are gathered at such a low concentration as to be value-less.
Additional Considerations

While the goal of installing a plastics separation line at the energy from waste facility is economic in nature, there are many aspects to the economic evaluation. The preceding analysis primarily centers on the economic metric of payback period, as described in Section 6.3.4. Other issues also surround the installation of such a facility. One is the availability of capital. The ability to purchase and install any plastics line is dependent on the outlay of capital that is acceptable to the facility’s operators. In general, our analysis has found that smaller systems have the shortest payback periods, so focusing on a smaller, more affordable plastics line may be a viable strategy.

With the short payback periods found for many systems, of about a year or less, the focus may instead be on the net change in operating income. As the bulk of the revenue increase in the systems described in this section comes from the extra gate fees from added input municipal solid waste, those systems that are able to capture large volumes of high energy value plastics and increase the input mass flow will have
the greatest operating income. In this case, the system shown in Figure 6-20 has the highest increase in operating income, of over six million pounds per year. This system filters material from the plastics-enriched stream twice in conjunction with a film separator used on the light material stream, pulling out more high fuel value plastics, increasing revenues from gate fees for municipal solid waste. The system with the shortest payback period, shown in Figure 6-18, also fares well, with an operating income increase of roughly five and a half million pounds per year. Systems with additional separation stages, including the “Naturals” configuration and the all-sorts configuration, had lower operating income changes.

6.4.6 Energy from Waste Summary

Several important concepts arose in the course of this analysis, both with respect to the construction of a plastics separation line, and with respect to the application of the multi-material separation system modeling analysis. In the construction of the line, this analysis has uncovered that the removal of high energy value plastics from the EfW streams generated additional revenue primarily by increasing the amount of waste that could be processed by the system, leading to additional gate fees. Larger plastics separation systems that refine and capture plastics streams with high sale value are generally less economically effective than smaller systems that focus on removing the key plastics components from the EfW streams.

This analysis has also shown that different economic goals can yield different results. Focusing on payback period highlights certain system configurations, that have both good increases in revenue and effective use of capital, while focusing on potential gain in revenue yields different system configurations. While different system configurations are favored by these two metrics, the best systems under each metric also fair well under the other.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has developed and discussed new modeling techniques for material separation systems with applicability to material recycling. The binary material separation system model and the multi-material separation system model are both suited for modeling material recycling systems because of their ease of formulation, basic process performance data requirements, and ability to analyze any realistic separation system configuration. The multi-material separation system model has the added benefit of capturing the behavior of separation systems and processes treating multiple materials, a common feature of real recycling systems.

7.1 Model Performance

The binary material separation system model and the multi-material separation system model capture the material behavior of separation systems. Chapters 3 and 4 present several theoretical case studies that showcase the basic performance of the modeling techniques. As stated in the goals of this work, the model is capable of formulating solvable systems of mass balance equations for material separation systems that can capture any realistic configuration and include any type of separation process. The theoretical examples demonstrate that the models can capture and evaluate the material performance any physically possible configuration. These examples also demonstrate that the models can be formulated and solved algorithmically, as
shown by their use in enumerating and solving all possible cases within a given set of parameters, for example, as in Section 3.3.2 where all configurations of two stages with identical performance are investigated.

7.2 Applicability to Real Systems

Where Chapters 3 and 4 discuss theoretical separation systems, Chapter 6 show the application of the binary material separation system model and the multi-material separation system model to real separation systems.

7.2.1 Material Predictions

The case studies given in Chapter 6 all evaluate the material performance of their respective systems as a first step. While some of the cases model systems that have not yet been constructed, in some of the case studies there are existing models or real separation system performance can provide a basis for evaluating the performance of the multi-material separation system model. In Section 6.2, the multi-material separation system model is used to mirror measured output material performance. Table 6.10 shows the close match in material output performance. In the energy from waste case study presented in Section 6.3, the multi-material separation system model was able to match the mass flows presented in existing flow sheets, such as those given in Section 6.3.5, exactly.

7.2.2 Economics

Economic forces drive most recyclers. While many recyclers are part of for-profit operations, even those that operate for compliance reasons should run as economically efficiently as possible. The multi-material separation system model evaluates the material performance of the system, which can be used as a basis to construct economic metrics, as suggested in Section 5.2.2. Output material sale value, equipment capital costs, labor costs, maintenance and operational costs, and more can be based on
mass flows. These revenues and costs can be combined into economic metrics, such as capital intensity and payback period, that reflect the economic performance of a given separation system configuration. The case studies given in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 use economic metrics based on real data to compare possible separation system configurations. Other measures of system performance, including energy and environmental impact, can also be based on the mass flow rates captured by the binary and multi-material separation system models.

7.3 Contributions of this Work

While models for separation systems based on material performance do exist, the model presented in this thesis improves upon them in the ways suggested in Section 1.2.2. The binary material separation system model and multi-material separation system model and related work presented in this thesis represent a new direction for separation system modeling, focused on the inclusive and flexible modeling of material recycling systems.

7.3.1 Flexible Modeling of Binary and Multi-Material Separation Systems

The binary and multi-material separation system models as given in this work model material separation systems that utilize any type of separation process and any configuration that diverts whole output streams, including those that have internally recirculating streams. As stated in Section 1.2.2, current separation system models typically feature either completely flexible configuration options, or the ability to capture any type of process. By using high level models for both system configuration and process performance, the binary and multi-material separation system models are able to deliver a model able to realistically capture the relevant behavior of material recycling systems including any configuration and any selection of processes. Another important aspect of these models is generation of the system mass balance equations.
from configuration and separation performance data. This direct generation allows for the algorithmic generation and solution of the system’s mass balance equations to determine the mass flow performance of a given system. This ability is important for use in the exploration of system configurations, particularly for optimization.

Multi-Material Separation Efficiencies

An important component of the binary and multi-material separation system models is the models used for separation performance. In the case of the binary material separation system model, the Bayesian material separation performance model captures the performance of a separation process for two materials. The material separation matrix model developed in this work takes the same approach, giving separation efficiencies for all the materials entering a separation process. Similarly, the separation efficiencies used in a material separation matrix can be measured experimentally or estimated using physical process models. Again, as many real recycling systems treat multi-material mixtures, the development of a cohesive model for representing the separation efficiency of a process treating multiple materials is an important step in creating accurate models of recycling systems.

7.3.2 Effects of Variation on Separation Process Performance

Another important contribution of this thesis is the investigation of the effects of variation on separation process performance, presented largely in Chapter 5, in Section 5.1.3. Existing models that acknowledge that variations in input material mix and operational parameters can affect separation performance are typically physical models, that require detailed models of the physical effects within a process and of the incoming material stream particles. The Bayesian separation performance model and the multi-material separation matrix model are well suited to capturing the effects of variation on process performance. Several examples are given relating these effects, including the examples of concentration dependence and output division adjustment. While this thesis acknowledges the importance of this field and demonstrates how to
While the models presented in this thesis provide a basic technique that can be used to capture the behavior of many material separation systems, in particular those for material recycling, additional features could enhance these models in some cases.

7.4.1 Parameter Variability in Individual Processes

As discussed in Chapter 5, the performance of separation processes can be affected by many factors, including process operational parameters and input material variation. The Bayesian separation model and the multi-material separation matrix model reflect the performance of a separation process at a fixed set of operational parameters and input materials. For some of these process specifications, varying them has no effect on separation efficiencies, while others can have a significant effect on the performance of the process.

Currently, most of the models for capturing the relationship between different operational parameters and input materials and separation performance are physical models, such as those for eddy current separators presented by Rem et al. [116]. Models of this type require detailed physical models of the effects within a process along with a detailed material characterization. These models can be used to predict the performance of any set of materials and operational parameters, but are computationally intensive. Another possible approach would be to characterize the performance of a process experimentally, varying different parameters and investigating the resulting separation performance, creating a functional relationship without a physical basis.
7.4.2 Embedding Individual Process Models

As mentioned in the preceding section, process material performance can vary based on material condition and operational parameters. Currently, the binary material separation system model and the multi-material separation system model sidestep this issue by using material separation efficiencies taken for processes operating under similar conditions. This is an effective strategy in part because the material conditions within a separation system do not vary significantly, and thus separation data measured for a component within an existing system may be applied to that process at another placement or configuration of the same system. However, in some cases, the variation in material condition may have an effect. For example, concentration changes within a given system, so if the performance of a process is susceptible to changes with changes in input material concentrations, then incorporating a process model into the larger separation system model is necessary. It may also be the case that the ability to adjust process performance can provide additional opportunities to improve performance, as in the magnetic roller case study presented in Section 6.1. While adding process performance models where applicable increases the accuracy of the model, the optimization problem becomes more challenging. This can be seen in mineral froth flotation models, where a wide variety of optimization algorithms and strategies have been applied in an attempt to tame the increasing complexity of systems with individual process models [59, 170, 102, 24, 65, 64].

7.4.3 Incorporating Comminution

Another common feature of material recycling systems is comminution. Comminution processes in separation systems, such as shredders, are designed to reduce particle sizes and liberate materials from each other with the intent of improving downstream material separation. Comminution features in many types of material recycling system, from electronic equipment [31] to end-of-life vehicles [99]. While a large body of work on comminution exists in mineral processing, the focus in that case is on brittle materials. The study of the comminution of non-brittle materials is a relatively new
field. The comminution of metals has been the focus of most of the studies of comminution in recycling systems [85, 158, 125, 126], but some studies have focused on the comminution of organic [106] and non-brittle [130] materials. On the other hand, models for material recycling can find guidance on incorporating these comminution processes within system models from mineral processing [80, 118, 23, 25]. The effects of comminution on the performance of recycling systems is an area of increasing interest [20, 62].
Appendix A

Material Separation Matrices for Energy from Waste Processing

Table A.1: NIR process multi-material separation efficiencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>HDPE/PET/PP NIR Sorter</th>
<th>Natural HDPE NIR Sorter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td>$R_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigid</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combusibles</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Clear PET NIR Sorter</td>
<td>PET NIR Sorter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td>$R_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigid</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>PP/Jazz HDPE NIR Sorter</th>
<th>HDPE NIR Sorter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td>$R_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rigid</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PP NIR Sorter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$R_p$</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rígids</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Optical Sorter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>$R_p$</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rígids</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Film NIR Sorter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$R_p$</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear PET</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz PET</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural HDPE</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz HDPE</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/PP</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other rígids</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing film</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other films</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper/Card</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other combustibles</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-combustibles</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ferrous metals</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organics and fines</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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